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ABSTRACT
The introduction to this thesis reviews the theory of anisotropic superfluid 
phases of liquid He-]. After an initial discussion of Landau's theory of 
the Fermi-liquid, the concept of Cooper-pairing is put forward and 
incorporated in the B.C.S theory of anisotropic superfluids. Special 
attention is then focussed on the Ginzhurg-Landau region, close to the 
transition temperature, where the total free energy comprising of the bulk, 
dipole-dipole and bending energies can be expanded in terms of an order 
parameter.
An attempt is then made to calculate the most general order parameter for the 
relatively unknown Planar phase of He-3. Having achieved this, singular and 
non-singular textures (including solitons) are classified using topological 
homotopy group methods. The effects of an applied magnetic field and of 
boundary conditions at the walls of the container are also discussed, 
whereas topology only serves as a useful tool to indicate the type of textures 
which may occur in the Planar phase, a more detailed treatment, to establish 
their existence, involves the application of Euler-Lagrange equations for 
local minima.
The question of stability is then issolved by looking at two different types 
of perturbation. The first involves setting up the equations for spin-dynamics 
and performing small deviations away from the minimum of the dipole-dipole 
energy enabling, for example, N.M.R frequencies of different textures to be 
found. The second type is thermal, which does not result in such a profound 
deviation, but nevertheless yields distinct resonance frequencies. Next, 
the power spectra arising from N.M.R experiments is calculated with the purpose 
of rigorously identifying each type of texture.
The Planar phase can also exhibit surface and magnetic solitons. The detailed 
form of the latter is calculated by modifying the order parameter to include
surface effects, and performing a variational calculation on the total 
surface free energy, in a parallel plate geometry. In the case of magnetic 
solitons the contribution of a static magnetic field has to be considered. 
This, together with the bending energy, is again minimised by a variational 
calculation. Having established the detailed form of these structures, 
their N.M.R frequencies and power spectra are calculated.
Finally, attention is focussed on trying to calculate the attenuation 
. I • 1.. of zero sound propagating in a uniform texture of the Planar 
phase. The work is restricted to the collisionless regime and is undertaken 
using the concepts of Kinetic Theory as opposed to the method of Green's 
functions.
INTRODUCTION
In 1957 Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer proposed what is now very well 
known as the microscopic theory of superconductivity. The essence of 
the theory lay in understanding the energetically favourable formation 
of pairs of quasi-particles above the fermi sea. It was soon realised 
that such Cooper-pairing may not be restricted merely to metals at low 
temperatures, but could occur in highly degenerate systems of fermions.
He being a prime candidate (Pitaevski 1959; Brueckner, Soda, Anderson, Morel 
I96O; Emery, Sessler I960). Such Cooper-pairing in ^He led to the discovery 
in 1972 of the long awaited A and B superfluid phases (Osheroff, Richardson, 
Lee 1972).
Theoretically the phase diagram also exhibits, in zero magnetic field, a 
very narrow phase between the normal and A and B phases, known as the 
Planar or P phase. Although a great deal of work has been carried out 
in trying to understand the properties of He - A and B; He - P still remains 
a great mystery both experimentally and theoretically. A reason for this 
perhaps lies in the enormous difficulty of trying to confine the superfluid 
to such a narrow band of temperatures. This should not however serve as 
a deterrent in trying to describe He - P on paper.
Before turning to the superfluid properties of the liquid we shall concentrate 
on its normal behaviour.
1. The Normal State
3
Between 3 and 100 inK, liquid He 'behaves in many ways like a weakly
3
interacting degenerate fermi gas. i/e can imagine He to be composed
3
of N quasi-particles ( He atom encompassed "by a screening cloud) each 
having spin projection ~ 'I occupying plane-wave states of
momentum p =%k.
In the ground state, all available states to the quasi-particles are 
filled up to .e^  , the fermi level.
Excited states of the system can be specified with reference to the 
ground state. Any given excited state is obtained by exciting a certain 
number of quasi-particles across the fermi-surface. If we define 
n (p,cr) to be the number of quasi-particles in the state (p,cr) and 
Sn (p,<r) as the deviation of n (p,cr) from its ground state value, then
the total energy of the system can be written as;-
iF -  Co 4- 21 4- -L Z  f  dp,pO«^«B/pjCr) Jn CpjcrO
1 .1
where e(p) = p^/Zm and f(p,p”) is an effective interaction between 
quasi-partides which we have assumed to be initially spin-independent.
Now, if the interaction is spin dependent and depends only on the relative
orientation of the spins cr and cr\ there are only two independent
components corresponding to parallel and anti-parallel spins namely 
r r s r
wherejp^p/ and are the spin symmetric and anti-symmetric parts
of the quasi-particle interaction.
Alternatively we can write :-
&  C Pi  -  - Ç - C p j P ' ) 4- cr . cr.^( p; p O
1.2
If we introduce
S ^-(p) - ^  r Tr cT
ff-
1.3
and \
< ^ c p y  - cL_cT;^cp)
1.4
we can re-write 1 .1 as(neglecting E^)
t  “ ^  ^ Cp) S^Cp)-i- ^  -Ç'Cpj CTCp'^
P fVf'
1.5
Moreover, since the only interesting values of p and p' are those 
near the fermi-surface, p ^  p' ^  Pp, '5~(PrP') Eind ^ (p,p') 
depend only on the angle between p and p', hence can be expanded 
in a series of Legendre polynomials. We have:-
c
d A-
where is the density of states per unit energy and unit volume of
1.6
both spins. Thus the effective interaction between the quasi-particles 
can be described by an infinite set of Landau parameters and .
The interpretation of these is given by Leggett 1975? for example
generates a Hartree-type field proportional to the number of quasi-particles 
and F] produces a molecular vector-potential proportional to the total 
momentum of the system. These fermi liquid terms will offect the 
response of the system to many external perturbations, for example they 
play a major role in the theory of sound attenuation.
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The Cooper problem and its application to He
Following Frolich’s discovery that an attractive electron-electron 
interaction can be transmitted by phonons, the next step towards a 
microscopic theory of superconductivity waS, taken by Cooper (Cooper I956) 
who discussed what happens when two electrons are added to a metal at 
absolute zero so that they are forced by the Pauli principle to occupy 
states p > p^T He was able to show that if there is an attraction 
between them, however weak, they were able to form a bound state so that 
their total energy was less than
3
Let us now turn specifically to He and see what happens when two 
quasi-partides with effective mass m undergo an attractive interaction 
in states p >p^ (The specific nature of this attractive interaction will 
be discussed later).
If there is an interaction between pairs of quasi-particles which causes 
scattering of the quasi-particles accompanied by changes in their 
momenta, its effect is to scramble the wave functions so that the two 
particle wave function is a mixture of wave functions comprising a wide 
range of momenta and has the form:-
2.1
We can interpret the wave function / as meaning that two particles
scatter each other repeatedly in such a way that their individual momenta
are constantly changing and that jrr-j Ogives the probability of finding
the particles at any instant with individual momenta p^ and p y
Since in each scattering event the total momentum of the two particles
is conserved, p. and p, must satisfy p. + p. = Const = P.
 ^ J Î J
During the actual scattering process the particles are subject to their 
mutual interaction, and if this is an attractive one, the potential energy,
which results from it, is negative. Kenc; over a period of time during 
which there are many scattering events, the energy of'the two particles 
is decreased by the time-average of this negative potential energy and 
the amount of decrease is proportional to the number of scattering events 
that take place. It turns out to be a good enough approximation to 
assume that such scattering event contributes an equal amount -V to the 
potential energy.
he have said nothing in this section so far about the nature of the
interaction. In ^He it arises from the spin polarization density S(r,t)
A -^ He atom at point r and time t will produce a molecular field which
in turn produces a spin polarisation of the neighbouring liquid. This
polarization persists for a fairtime before dying out. If now at a time
3
t ' a second He atom comes by a point r', it will be either attracted 
or repelled (depending on spin) by the liquid polarization. We can 
consider this .process as an e xchange of virtual paramagnons just as in 
superconductivity we have an exchange of virtual phonons (Fig l).
One particle emits a paramagnon which in turn is immediately absorbed by 
another. This emission and subsequent absorption can give rise to a 
weak attraction, between the particles.
It turns out from the detailed theory that the probability of scattering 
is appreciable when e^ - e^* ; where W is the paramagnon angular
frequency. If we are considering ^He at O^K with two particles added to 
it, all eigenstates with Kinetic energy up to are occupied and so 
e^ and e^' must be above in order not to violate Pauli's principle.
The lowest values of e^ and e^' which are above e^ and at the same time 
satisfy e^ - e^’ lie within an energy range of e^.
This limitation in the allowed values of e^ and e^' means that p^ and p^' 
must lie within a range A p  = liT-huj/p of the fermi momentum P„. Since
X* r
all the pairs of values of p^ and p . which make up the wave function / must
satisfy .= P; the allowed values of momenta can be found by
construction (Fig 2.).
These momenta all begin and end in the ring whose cross-section is 
shaded. The number of such pairs is proportional to the volume of this 
ring and has a very sharp maximum when P = 0, in which case the ring 
becomes a complete spherical shell of thicknessAp. Thus the largest 
number of allowed scattering processes, yielding the maximum lowering 
of the energy is obtained by pairing quasi-partides with equal and 
opposite momentum. It also turns out from the detailed quantum 
mechanical treatment that the matrix elements V are largest and the 
lowering of energy greatest if the two quasi-particles have a 
spin-triplet wave function.
Such a pairing of quasi-particles with equal and opposite momenta is 
known as Cooper-pairing. To obtain the total energy of the two quasi­
particles we must add to their potential energy the total Kinetic energy. 
Because the only available states to the two quasi-particles are those 
with p > p^ ,, their Kinetic energy must exceed 22^. The most important 
result from the Cooper analysis is that in forming a pair with equal and 
opposite momentum the lowering of the potential energy due to their 
attraction exceeds the amount by which the Kinetic energy is in excess of
28^. Hence if the two particles go into a state represented by the wave
function / in which they are continuously scattered between states with 
equal and opposite momentum with the range Ap, the total energy of the
system is less than it would have been had they gone into states
infinitesimally above but with no interaction between them.
3Cooper's result applied to He refers to what happens when two additional 
quasi-particles are added to a liquid at'0°K; however it applies equally
well to the situation in which two quasi-particles already belonging to the 
liquid with momenta infinitesimally below p^ are transformed into a 
Cooper-pair with equal and opposite momentum. The lowering of their
potential energy due to their mutual interaction exceeds the amount by which
3
their Kinetic energy exceeded Hence if we start with He at absolute
zero we can form a state with lower energy by removing two quasi-particles 
with momentum p slightly less than p^ and allowing them to form a Cooper-pair, 
we can do this with many pairs and lower the energy even further.
One might think at first that there is no limit to the number of quasi-particles 
which can form Gooper-pairs, with a resulting lower energy so that we end 
up with all quasi-particles having p > Pp. This is clearly absurd. In order 
that a pair may be scattered from (pu, - p^) to (pu, - p^) the state
(pu, - p^) must be occupied and (pu, - p^) must be empty. As more and more
particles form Cooper-pairs with p > Pp the chance of finding the states 
(Pj, - Pj) empty becomes progressively smaller and smaller, so the number of 
scattering processes which take place are less and less, with a consequent 
decrease in the magnitude of the negative potential energy. Eventually 
a condition is reached in which the lowering of the potential energy is 
insufficient to outweigh the increase in Kinetic energy so that it is no
longer possible to lower the total energy of the system by forming Gooper-pairs
and a state of equilibrium is reached.
Evidently, if the fermi sea is unstable at 0°K, it will also be unstable 
at finite temperatures, Ne have, therefore, a transition temperature
3
below which Cooper-pairing is dominant, above which He returns to the 
normal fermi liquid. This temperature is given by:-
- f 14 C -I /
where ^  I^L| 2 .2
\\ is < o and is the spherical Harmonic decomposition of the pairing 
interaction V(k,k'). 2^ is given by;- -
- e  C b  + ) - - K K p A l < / m *
2 .3
(A. Leggett I975)
It turns out that the transition temperature is 3mK.
As a final comment on this section I would like to clarify one fundamental ' 
point. The forces producing an effective attraction between quasi-particles 
are also present in the fermi-liquid above 3mK. However they will not result 
in the formation of Gooper-pairs. Let us consider the total Free energy 
F = E + V - T S. When T is large we would like to make the entropy S 
as large as possible. Entropy is a measure of disorder and hence with 
sufficiently large T no Gooper-pairs will be formed. When T is zero 
or very small it is the potential term which plays the important 
role. Since it is an advantage to have V as negative as possible, Gooper- 
pairs are formed.
9.
\ P,
A A y V V V A / W A y V \
P.
f iCr  1
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3. The effective interaction in liquid ^He
It has been suggested (A. Leggett 1975) from considerations drawn in 
Fermi-liquid theory that an indirect spin interaction arises from the 
spin polarization density S(r,t) via a varying molecular field (r,t).
This coupled with a static direct interaction discussed previously leads 
to a total spin interaction, which in the limit w/q-^o, where q is the 
paramagnon wave vector, has the form;-
3.1
Since for H e - j , i s  approximately - 3 and cr-cr^  is -J- for spin triplet 
pairing and for spin singlet, certainly does favour spin triplet
pairing. In the opposite limit q/w o this interaction is still - ve 
but much smaller.
Naturally there are other processes present, for example a molecular field 
generated by density fluctuations generates an indirect interaction which, 
coupled with the static, yields:-
( L  - To V o +  " d ) )
3-2
where q is a phonon wave vector (zero sound) and C is defined by:-
3.3
This interaction is attractive only for intermediate frequencies. Hence 
if we wish to calculate the effective interaction we cannot just concentrate 
on spin-fluctuation exchange but must take all the Landau parameters into 
account,
I have refrained from using quantitative descriptions wherever possible 
because the Landau theory permits calculation of , only for small q 
i.e. small momentum transfers. However the parameters and involve 
momentum transfers up to Thus our analysis if not rigourously
complete still yields some interesting conclusions, namely that spin
11
fluctuation exchange always favours spin-triplet pairing and hence since 
the wavs function of the superfluid is anti symmetric we would expect L = odd
pairing, perhaps L = 1 to occur. This fact is also supported from
susceptibility measurements on He-A and He-B by Wheatly 1975.
Secondly, if the highest q value permitted by Landau theory is q^ then 
(k,k') will be at l e a s t ( L e g g e t t  1975) which is 0.1 e^.
For He-3, K^T^ is ^  lo ^ ep , hence compared to K^T^, V (k,k') is a
constant. The effect of this is that for any e^, e ' within a range
KgTg above e^; V (k,k') effectively does not vary.
Thirdly the importance of large momentum transfers lies only in fixing, 
the critical temperature T^, It is adequate simply to replace V^(k,k’) 
by for \\^ - £i.k < -t A h  and choose and e^ such that T^
fits the experimental value.
Fourthly, since for small momentum transfers all and lie close in 
value Si* i then for large momentum transfers we simply
pick L = L provided the next L is not too close to  ^ . ( L being the
O 0 0
value of I corresponding to the largest )«
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4. The superfluid wave function for S wave pairing at T = 0 .
Before turning to the rather more complicated case of triplet pairing, 
let us first consider the nature of the wave function for the spin singlet 
case. A Cooper-pair wave function can he simply written as:-
- ''i. jO-.cTz.') - • C s -  X- { k,iT, r^)
for the case of spin singlet pairing we can write;-
X  X i u ) c r i y ' ( r i  ~  I t )
4.1
4.2
Since the spin eigenstate is antisymnietric with respect to interchange 
of particles, (k) must he symmetric. We can write;-
0" ( •'i- f'z-;h*, ~ 2l  X(M)C'J~^) ) eocp( - /< • ) f  ^  —
A
e x p ( - , k . r ' , ) e x p O k . a ) s k - f | ^  y  y ( u y > u ) “ ’p  ( ( - K ^ y  - 
C - k i ) ,  ( k T - y ]
4.3
Thus particle 1 can lie in a plane wave state with momentum k and spin 
up and particle 2 in a state ofmomentum - k and spin down. Equally the 
reverse can happen, hence the wave function of the Cooper-pair is an 
antisymmetrized linear combination of these states.
Rather then writing the total wave function of the system as a product 
of such wave functions we shall adopt the idea of Bardeen et al(195?) 
and simply write;-
V  v T T A
k 4.4
i . e . i s  a product of wave functions referring to the state of 
occupation of each pair.
13
The state .01 occupation of each pair is trivial at 0°K, it can he either
empty I 0,0)> ^ or full I- 1, 1^, . Vie can thus write;-
u.
In order to preserve the antisymmetry and normalization
^  . J V . I ~ - I
k u ) X  - y-i
4.5
In order to ensure the above conditions, it is convenient to write them 
in terms of a single complex parameter A  ^  by:-
V  = ^ k / c  c
4,6
where ( > A J  '^K^) ^  and -= ^
e^ are simply the one particle energies.
Let us now turn to the problem of expressing the Kinetic and potential 
energy of the system in terms of and V^. If we measure all one particle 
energies from the chemical potential we have for the total Kinetic energy
<  K  ^ I  <  c ^ ) >
4,7
if we adopt the form of 0 suggested by Bardeen then:-
2.
4.8
hence:-
4.9
Turning now to the potential energy and noting that for a one particle 
problem with potential V(r)
we can proceed to the case of Cooper-pair scattering from a state 
(k1T, - to (k'ir , - k' ^ ).
Initially (k 1^ . - k ) is full and (k’4- , - k’vl ) empty. The probability
amplitude that the system is in this state is simply V^U^'. The final 
state has (kT , ~ kvl ) empty and (k''V- , - k''P ) full, the probability 
amplitude being U^V^'. To find <"V/ we should now complex conjugate 
the latter and multiply by the scattering matrix . We must bear in
mind that scattering may equally take place into (k‘ vS/ , - k'-i" ) hence we
should replace by (since (k'^ , - k'4b) = - (- k ' T  , k'^ ) )
Finally we have;-
- Z, ( k, l< 0  A
k k '
where : -
(k,K') = C  V  ( k,k'j -K V (  k, - k '  ) j
4.10
4.11
If we now define:-
-- V c  q  -- u ,  )
we have;-
<  s/ >  ^ ^  V  ( k , k O  y  y , *
kk' 4.12
The total energy becomes:-
'\E/' “  - Z 2. |v,^ j +. y  K '-'^ k' '
^ 4.13
15
If we use the definition of 11 and V, we see that:-k k
hence the total energy can he re-written as:'
4.14
4.15
U t.ijf /k k '
4.16
where :
6 -( - ■>- / T  3
To minimize 4.l6 we re-write the Kinetic term as follows:-
^  ^ Co*vs(r. f- ^  ^ I A k I /4/^  )
A k 4.17
noting that |Ak I V^^r, ~ ^  A c  /d = 2
4.17 can he replaced by:-
^ h  (' - ^K/q) = 4- 2 I  C - y d A^)
A k
r CoAsr +. 2. r A. d
^ 4.18
Re-writing the potential term explicitly in terms of and 
differentiating w.r.t F^ yields an extremum
\  ^ ~  ^ - 7. X<K/ A < ' / z q ,
k' k' ' K 4.19
This is the well known gap equation at T = 0.
16
If we want to form an elementary excitation in the system we can either 
break a pair or form an excited pair with coefficients chosen so that 
it is orthogonal to the ground state.
The energy associated with a broken pair state is just , since we lot se 
all the pairing energy, hence;-
- FcrP --[% - (M<K'
4.20
Using the gap equation this simply reduces to
- A k
4,21
For an excited pair we can write:-
C^F) - ‘k li<  ^8 O u  where ^ and
Then after a little algebra;
4.22
There are thus two possible excitations in the system, one with energy
S. and the other with 211 .
K k
The energy of the broken pair state relative to the ground state is just 
If we ask how much energy is necessary to break up a pair so as to 
produce two quasi-partides with momentum p^ and p^ the answer is;-
~ ^ T  -!■ fj- f  I
The minimum amount of energy is 2 A  which occurs when p^ and p^ = p^.
Thus there is an energy gap of magnitude"2 A  in the excitation spectrum.
Since the quasi-particles behave independently, their allowed energy values 
can be represented by a continuum of levels separated by A  , from level 
representing the pairs (Notice that the quantity we have called the energy gap
17
is 2 A. This is because if quasi-particles are produced by splitting up a
pair they are produced two at a tine. It is however possible to inject 
a single quasi-particle and if this is done the minimum energy added to 
the system is A  ).
A  ^ is usually a function of k a unit vector in the direction of k and if 
6 K 5 A  is is clear that / A  { k 3 | ^ is the least
/V
possible excitation energy associated with the direction k.
5‘ Theory at finite temperatures
In turning to the B.C.'3. theory at finite temperatures we must include
two new basis states namely | y Oy: and j l
These refer to broken pair states where j 3 6 /'^  is the state with k
occupied and - k empty. \0, | h a s  a corresponding physical
interpretation. The broken pair states are not subject to the interaction
and have an energy At finite temperature we can write the ground
and excited pair states as a linear combination of \ OjO^ and I <j I
^ K
hence;-
^k,fp . l o , o \  - u. (T) I
we define:
Vi< ( r) (r) / [■_ I a ,J  4- ( y  2
^iZr) -- ( X  F I p ( b\ >■ j'""
where ( r) -- [  e /  f- / A,, (r) i ^
The energies of the broken pair and excited pair states are given relative 
to the ground pair states by E^(T) and 2E^(T). The probabilities of 
occurrence of GP, BP and ËP states at temperature T are given by the 
Boltzman distribution
‘ LrP ~ ^ 
where
5 . 2
3 . 3
A - ^ ^  ( ~-P’X'-X) ]
5 . 4
and:- /3 ^ l/kgT-
The Kinetic energy from the chemical potential term is simply;-
( K -  e +- <- ) ]
c- 5.5
19
To calculate the expectation value of the potenetial energy we simply 
proceed as in the T = 0 case. If we define as the probability 
amplitude of (k T , - k$ being full and of (kT , ~ k^ as empty then 
<(\'y is simply given by:-
K K
The above equation can be re-written as:-
5.6
<V)> - 1  Ve k') <^ r) F^tc-r)
\ o  \ l  simply for the G.P state; zero for the B.P state
:  \and - V for the E.P state, hence;-
l^(r) C ( 't-p - I p ) - ( ^ ^
The entropy of the pair state (kT , - k^ is calculated from:-
^  'I = - ks ( F r d .  PcrP . Z > X  ^
[  ~ p  ( p ^ k l z )  -  i j  + 7 . x  ) j J
3.9
the total entropy S - ^  5,
/<
The expression for the free energy of the system is given by:-
/ 3.10
Substituting the expressions for S, < ( ; < and V w e  have:-
- 2 p ' ' U [ i  + e x p ^ e q  ) ] ]  f K  V ^ C k y j F  [  ( A ^ / z h J
/<r ,
20
To find the form of A  ,^ (T) which minimises the free energy we note;
k
À
ÔIA^ V ~ ■^P U  ( I e.xp(-pfc' ) ) )  = - Z  Fj
then ;-
¥r
Differenticating w,r.t. ft, yields the famous gap equation:'
V ( k ,  = \ 4  t-p - 4 / ^ 4- a k
5 . 1 2
The properties of the solutions of equation f.l4 are discussed by 
Anderson and Morel I96I. The summary of these is as follows:-, 
a) if V(k,k') is independent of the magnitude of k,k' then so 
• is A  ^(T). If in particular V(k,k') has the form:
5 . 1 5
and :
— O otherwise, then:-
^/< ^ "^ 3 ' C \< j  ^) /< fz - ^  a ^ Ufc ^  A k
 ^ ~ ^  otherwise .
Moreover if V(kjk') or more precisely its legendre decomposition 
V ^  (k,k') is slowly varying over a range of k,k' large compared to 
KgTg then A  ^(t ) is also slowly varying and can be set to A  (k:T), 
This condition is extremely appropriate for He where the scale of 
variation of is large. The behaviour of V ^ (k,k') and therefore
A  ^ for Ml is of importance mainly in fixing the
critical temperature. We shall use the model 5.15 for V(k,k') with
5 . 1 6
21
any choice of and Vh such that fits the experimentally obtained
value.
3) We define for V ^  < o the quantity ^  ^
and suppose that the largest valus of corresponds to C =
then the gap equation has a solution for T < T^:-
fcf} u  " 11^ C-i /
C) Provided the next largest value of ^ is not too close to then for
✓V
T < T^; A  (k;T) can be written approximately as a combination of 
spherical harmonies with angular momentum C^.
Ù C h : T ) ^  A ( r J - Ç ^  C i i )  «here >^ 3 = I  Y  ^ (it)
D) Provided the above condition is met A(t ) has the form;-
A (Tj = ka k r/ n J)
E) As for T = 0
l C^re ^ ^ k ^
!^ p — Acr p =
” The Ginsburg-Landau region
The Ginzhurg-Landau region (Ginzburg, Landau 1950) is a region of 
temperature near T where it is reasonable to assume that A , is small 
and the free energy can be expanded in terms of it. Vie assume that 
is a function of k a n d »  K^T^ for all T of interest, de define 
the quantity Y' ( k ^ T) by:-
f   ^ d/< -  t  d r /  0
Ik I
6.1
This can be re-written as;-
t a . r )  - t  ^  Û Ck) /i) ) / 2 £ ^ ^ d e ,
(le
c 6.2
5. = ( h t  + u c k . T ) ! " - )
We expand 4^ (. 4 j ) in powers of A  6 k ^  r^ by;-
^ O L t ) -  A ^ t ) A ( : 0  + B C t )  1 A < ! k 3 d A ( Û J ) +  0 ( ^ t
6.4
Then according to f.13:-
F . ^ ( r ) , i / ^ a ( k )
6.5
Using equations 6.4 and 6.5 we can certainly expand the free energy 
in powers of 4" ( !\) ùikj „ If we invert equation 6.4 and insert
into 6.5 we have:-
f { n i 7 \ r ) . h L r )  +
j Y C k 3 | ^  +  0 ( ^ 5
6.6
6.3.
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The precise form of /\(T) can he found by comparing the coefficients 
of A in 6.2 and 6.4. A(T) is then simply given by:- 
V
A  ^K-tl] i/i.pe)]/2e]d€ = 1  ^
(Leggett 1975)
Since the spherical harmonic functions C kj are orthonormal 
Let us writer-
t l K ) - -  I  3 , ^  (iZ)
Cm
If we now take V(k,k') to be a function only of the angle 0 between 
k and k’ we can expand in legendre polynomials i.e.:
V  ( k, k'j - L  ( ^ 4 + i )   ^kj k p
3 4"
We can use 6.8 and 6.10 together with the properties of C kj
to find explicitly the quadratic terms in the free energy:-
= 1  ( A ' V - r )  +- Ve ) 1 j
2_
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11
All the subsequent terms are -h VS therefore at sufficiently high T 
the minimum of the free energy occurs at j I ~  O .To 
calculate the critial temperature below which we need not put j j _ ^ 
we say:-
A - '  ( -p ) +  - d o
6.12
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where is the angular momentum for which is the most negative
If We assume the next value is not too close to [ we can look foro
A
a form of j (k) which involves only 
hence:-
Ÿ  (  l< ) ~ S'  C - r )  -^ (  k  )  
j - ( k )  z g
The quandratic terms then simply take the form;-
A  . I Z.
6.13
M  -- C A - V r )  - ( k ) {4
' " b  4,T ' '  ^ 6.14
The total free energy density now becomes;-
f  t (l b , T) ^  r ( r - T O / u )  f 1;^: K O b 5  4 i ^  /n u v /  ' 
6.15
where; ■
Using 6.7 we can evaluate - fc \ ass-
L dr Jr^
bib 6,l6
If we now compare the coefficients of A  ^  in 6.3 with 6.4 we find;-
6  ^ ^  b  0 - 3  b b  i  g  f « , r , r - t
6.17
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where ^  (3) is the Riemarin Zeta function.
b
In this way we can write the freeenergy in terms of j (k) or A  (k) 
In terms of A  (k) we have:-
f  ( A ( ù ) , T )  - ^
. -A.
if we use j (k) we have:
F  ( b y  T  ) = b  4- -To )/r^ ) t-
where
h -
( I %  ' b b j X  , j
and
b  C T) = 0  T  > o
r ^ 7
A
the corresponding results for F ( yield:-
c
c
6.18
6.19
6.20
A  (r) -- a-0 6 fee,P. ( /  -  b  T  <
What are then the conclusions of this section?
Near the critical temperature T^, the free energy of the system can be
written in the form 6.15 or 6.18 where we have neglected mixing of
spherical harmonics Lq .
Tile most stable solution is one which minimises the quantity;
4
6.21
k =
20
The gap A (T) is a function of T/TC and tends to zero when T >
Providing V ^  (k,k') is slowly varying ever a range large compared to
KgT^ it is legitimate to replace V^(k,k') by
Lastly, if we define F(r') % 2  y  [ Ik- r)
k ^ / — \
then F(r) can be written as*- A  ( p / 2.J) exp 6 ^ k • r J
and if - A  ( -r) j (' I?) the" fC^)^
Where p  (r-j - tLx.p ^ _ r j where
'îo (Leggett 1975)
Hence F(r) has the physical significance of being a wave function of
the Cooper-paii's and for r > it falls off exponentially^hence giving
a bound state for r < ^
2?
7. Spin triplet- pairing
Let U3 now tarn to the rather more complicated case where the
pseudomolecular wave function takes the form of a spin triplet in
spin space. The three suhstates corresponding to S = + 1,
i ^
= - 1 and S„ = 0 are;-Z At
| T f >   ^ = ~  It  ^ O-t )  , ■. U 4 - > y  ---!
Consequently the pseudomolecular wave function can be written as;-
h t )  -F |T4, +  4,T).
4- b i  C r, _ 3  & 3/ )>
7.1
Since we are dealing with spin-triplet pairing which are even functions, 
the components of / must be odd functions of r^ - r^. It may well happen 
that with a suitable choice of axes we can enforce to be zero
everywhere in space, i.e. the spin state of the Cooper-pair is 
superposition of and ) 4^ 4/J) . Such a state of the system is
known as an equal spin pairing state or E.S.P.
The treatment of E.S.P, states is only a trivial extension of the theory. 
The up and down spin particles can be treated separately, if we assume 
they form independent non-interacting systems. Let us consider the spin 
states. We have:-
! "*■ 4- ! = I 7-2
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the stats 11) is now a state in which both k f and ~ kt- are full
and where they are empty.
Since we consider a fermi system;-
■ '4-u-k , ^ ^ 2
The treatment proceeds in exactly the same way as before. The only 
difference is that we introduce a factor of ~ to avoid double counting
(k 'T » ~ k-î)
Hence
'X-b f  Cr) = \ - > ( r ) / C  i ^ c J
( b  = 4 g ,  ) / [  1 I " 4- 7 fcK4- k- )" J b
F;<i-  ^b  ' C -h I I ^ )
4/1- -
% ( k\ r) = t t ( 'bXibrLO
The free energy associated with the up spins is just
J- ^  ^  ^ ^ total free energy of the system is:~
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
This leads to two independent gap equations;-
= - A  0 ( ( b / 2 t  p b ' - k b  
 ^ 7.10 
and a corresponding one for A  kl (T) .
The free energy density in - the Ginzburg Landau region can he written:-
F  i b -  r )/T, j y  t  ( I b ' - b  1 4- 1 ^
^  i P  ( y  t O  ^ I b - ( k )  I ''J 7.11
Let us now consider the non E.S.P. states where is no l.onger zero
but we transform the spin axes so that = o. The results of
sections 4 and 5 carry through in exactly the same way including all 
factors of 1, with the exception that quantities like k, etc
are odd functions of k. Vie call such functionsdkg and ^ (k ) .
Of course we need a treatment that is completely general i.e. that 
encompases both S.S.P. and non E.G.P. results. One way of doing this is 
to consider quantities as matrices. For example ^
are componenets of a %  x %  matrix with elements A. A ,, a a
The excitation energy is replaced by
^ /V f V
4  ' ( 4- A|^ ]
7.12
when I i.e. E^^= the state is called a
unitary state, hence for this state A, ^ 1
4 k
wherea(kj is a complex number with modulus unity. in 7.12 in this
case is just a number.
Similarly we can write:-
4  ^ ( A , / 2  4 )
^  7.13
For scalar quantities such as the free energy^ Z  4 ^  ^ is simply
^   _ XV  ^ k
replaced by A  ^  ^  ^  ^ . As a further example the
^ k
potential energy has the form:-
In particular the free energy in the Ginzburg Landau region has the form:-
^  1  y  f  C j  r ) |  :  (  c ^  ' r  I ÿ Ï F j  1
r
where :-
! b b O F  "  f  { O  Ÿ  { l O
'L-
A unitary triplet state is defined by the condition
0  -Î F  -
k 8 ) 4  = C ( k )  \
In this case we define:-
t _ %
I a I c i c t ) = Û  (k,-r) A  (k .I-')!
Let us now turn to the question of trying to minimize the 
free energy density of our system. We can define as befor.©:-
2—
and : -
l <  - I 1 / ( 0 1 “
^  A.
the question arises what is the form of f(k) which minimizes K?
7.15
7.16
7.17
7.18
7.19
7.20
Evidently the optimum value of K is one, and this happens if
\ ( l< ) I - ) . This can never be the case for an E.S.P.
state for any odd Lvalue. In fact for L = 1 the minimum value of K
30
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is given by:
A t- » K o
4- I
resulting with the value of K as 6/5 . If we also allow non-E.G.P. 
states we can have for instance:-
A C
\
7 .21
7 .22
which corresponds to K = 1. This is the famous Balian-Werthamer 
state ; (B.W state) For 3 tt is not possible to get K - 1 even for 
non E.S.P, states. Hence the most probable pairing is that of P wave.
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The Vector notation
In the previous section we have quite naturally developed a matrix 
notation. However the transformation properties of these matrices 
are somewhat complicated, a more useful notation was developed by 
Balian and V/erthamer I963 called the vector notation where, from the
A.
elements of any matrix Q, we develop a vector by:-
, CT) are components of the vector C" and are the usual Pauli 
matrices. Inversion of 9.1 yields
9.1
Q
f A ^ _
N.B. !r Q  =L j Q  j More explicit ly 9.2 can
be written:'
/\
Q
9.2
Q x L  : Q
9 .3
for the normalised quantity (k) i.e. f(k^ we reserve th;
A
transform d (k) i.e.
0
8 .4
K is now written as:-
33
(for a unitary state the second term is zero)
Since t  F r  i y/ ( r  3 0  c b   ^ ^  (l< J ! then cl [ kf)
is a measure of the relative number of Gooper-pairs forming at the 
point k on the fermi surface and the direction of d(k) gives the axis 
with respect to which the Gooper-pairs are, for a unitary state, in a 
state of spin projection zero i.e.
b' k ) , s b  ^ 3 "
(Leggett 1975)
For a unitary state the gap equation now takes the form:-
8.6
Ad.")-- [ V t r k 3
Urr
where:*”
9.7
9.3
y
and:-
4  ■' I  e 0  -H 1 A  (  k 'j 0  j
9.9
The free energy density in the Ginzburg Landau region can be re-written 
explicit ly in terms of d(k). We have;-
F =  +  j/ - b -
where:- p - %  ^ ^ ^
‘1.10
'< = i t  / l i ' f ) /  - [ d ' f )
Defining:-
- 0  (  F  )  ' -  <n Me
1.11
/ y . -  .  A  5 . .
3.12
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the free energy, density can be simply re-written in terms of , by 
noting:-
j 4 * ^  4*j- 4. M  z h
9.13
and : -
I.l4
Also:-
then using the above, the free energy can be re-written as:
8.15
F z  ^d}r /y,i r P , 4^.: Avj A^j ^ . ^
"  b  ^ A^: a J". A^- ^
8 .1 6
where :-
Pi ~ Pi ~ p ~ f - ^  p
z ,, a
ciA
To r Ae
M
- r / r d
8 .17
for ? states (>- 1 pairing the following can be proved (Mermin 
and Stare 1973? Ambegaokar 1974) 
a ) The well known B.W. state has:
-- 0-' ) d  i k \ -- k
B) The A.B.M. state:
1^ -, ) / all others are zero
c-^ y. : - 1 =L
( C) -- ( 5 . 3 ^  C  '4 -4 '■ '4 ] ; cJ p  k") oi 2 M < 3  = O 3.19
8.18
c) The Planar state or P state;
L  I ~  cTfz J
- L ( ' 0 -  M )  W   ^ ^ d , a - )  = o
8.20
9. Diuole-Diüole energy
The Dipole-Dipole energy of the system has the form:-
Mj> -- li J i ( \ ■ ei)li - a  i 3 - 3o-^. (r,, - r , ) o i -  (r,, _
9.1
The contribution of the Gooper-pairs to the dipole energy is;-
I'lpz f e ^ |c l r  r '  ^ j F ( f r ) p -  3 I r  . F / r )  0  I  2 . 2
(Leggett 1975)
Taking the fourler transform of 9*2 we have;-
H  „ ^ ~ 'Ax ^  h,' F,. M.y C k - k O  where:-
y  i<k' ^
k y  (  k -  k O = /  ^  7^ . r  )  r '?  [cT.y -  3  F- p. ]
This can be re-written simply as;-
'5 - -
with:-
\
To evaluate j (q) we choose axes so that the Z axis corresponds 
to that of q, then by symmetry considerations all off diagonal components 
are zero and:-
9.6
where ;
-e> -  ^ f  ^ I \ - (Pj)
9 .7
3?
hence: ^
I. = r  L  T U  - b -  -  ‘^ 1 -
o ^  % J 3
9.8
hence;
' T t O -  - b e e -  : , T T
9.9
then : -
9.10
which tor the pure p wave reduces to:-
O o  z A n  Ip. A ( u ) p  -
9.11
using :-
A.
C 0  0<') = hi /2,-  ^ / L ;  - A  J
9.12
J - ^ " U
9.13
and :-
( ci/L r r n
i E r  L  h  ^  [ h y  ^ . cT^ J^vj
9.14
then 9.11 becomes;-
i 9.15
total energy is simply
M b  Z. <] { c M r  ■ ^ A ^ : ’'Ay.- 2 16
with :-
1 - -  T ” f d " '
9.17
(Leggett 1972)
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10. Bending energy
In a simple B.C.G. superconductor, the gradient energy has an extremely 
simple form provided the variation of the order parameter in space is
sufficiently small. From de Gennes I966 we have;-
z I  i r  r  / V  A C O  I ^
10.1
By using the fact that the superfluid flow with velocity V. corresponds 
to the variation A  (r) = A  exp (2im V - r/-K) (Leggett 1975) and thatO
2such a flow introduces an extra /energy f we can find the
coefficient ^   ^ (Leggett 1975).
10.2
The second expression is valid in the limit T-5>T..,, In the superfluid 
case if one wants to construct an expression which is second order in 
the spatial gradients of the and has the correct invariance
properties under gauge transformations and spin and spatial rotations, 
there are only three possibilities.
(De Gennes 1973 a,b; Wolfe 1974 a; 
Brinkman, Smith, Osheroff, Blout 1974; 
Brinkman, Smith 1974) 
therefore the gradient energy density is of the form:-
d  = G  f- G  + G  10.4
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Now the superfluid density can he written in two forms:-
'•
î>
^  - I I . (3^/Lu c/* V,- 4- ; • .1 - / . / A . J • 1 / \ ^
10,3
(Leggett 1975)
and:-
L p  3 f  [ l -
10,6
(Leggett 1975)
We can thus compare 10,5 and 10,6 to find p^ . 
hence:-
r', - = r,  , 3 ^
10.7
Then the total bending energy can be written as;-
F -s
^  /Vj 4 1"'5
10.3
4o
11. The general order parameter for the Planar phase
The Planar phase order parameter in its simplest form can be written as:
J
\ A I / \ o o '
‘ M i  " I •=> i o
[ o o o ; 11.1
(Leggett 1973)
However the dipole-dipole energy is clearly minimized by the order 
parameter;
4 ^ '  = A  e
11.2
; %
where A  is the modulus of the order parameter, C is an arbitrary phase. 
R y^k a rotation matrix through an angle G about some axis w,
(9 4- 4- cOj-s«b<9
The dipole-dipole energy is a minimum for wi = o,i = 1,2 w^ = 1 with (9- 'I/2,
hence:
V -  = i V :  L
\ o 0 0 /
11.3
The dipole-dipole energy is clearly invariant under the transformation 
R A R .
The most general planar-phase order parameter neglecting, the phase factor 
and any arbitrary constants is;-
l
11.4
where R (a U )  is a rotation matrix about  ^ through oC 
This expression is exceedingly complicated and looks highly intractible. 
However, if we make the transformation; -
O r  (1 - Z.) A  ^ J- CoSo4 ^ 6 n'x
1 1 .5
and noting that a is also a unit vector.
% F  ( 0 F  { 0 ',^)
then:-
F. ( ù ’j ^ )  «0,3 R  C a ' . o i ) '
S -
Hence
'i 'Zl
A " ‘ ^ 0'j-
11.6
11.7
is the most general order parameter for the planar phase.
The above transformation was deduced by considering the B ÿiase.
The most general order parameter for the B phase is:-
- K  f ^
11.8
where Cos>'9~ ~  ^This equality can only be satisfied if a transformation
of the kind shown above is used, hence we try the same transformation 
for the planar phase, yielding a very simple order parameter of the form
11.7
U.9
12, Topology of point and line singularities
The existence of textures, singular and non singular in superfluid He-3 
depends to a very large extent on the topological structure of the order 
parameter. The aim of this chapter is to give a description of a method 
of classifying topologically stable textures, on the basis of the topological 
structure of the order parameter. This method is grounded on the application 
of the so called homotopy groups and determines the relationship between 
each texture and the appropriate element of the homotopy group (Toulouse
and Kleman 19?6, Volovik and Mineev 1977 a,b). Line singularities (disgyrations)
3 A ^
in the A phase of superfluid ^He with L = ^  or L = /( were suggested by de Gennes I973
and Anderson and Brinkman 1975, Blaha I976, Huet al I976.Maki 1977 has 
suggested the existence of hedgehogs ( C or n = r)
The topology of singularities in the A^ phase have been recently discussed 
by Bailin and Love 1978 (a,b) and for the planar phase by (Love and 
Zakrzewski 1979).
The order parameter for the planar phase is given by:-
12.1
If we introduce the notation (84, ro ) for this order parameter then at 
first sight in the interior of the superfluid the space of allowed order 
parameters is X S^.
We notice however that states (9^  ^/v ) and (34+fT^-A.) are indistinguishable, 
hence the true topological space of the planar phase order parameter is:-
r.
12.2
The classification of line singularities is given by the first homotopy 
group lT (,h) and those of point singularities by the second homotopy group
(d). Each homotopy group can be calculated using the exact sequence of 
homomorphisms (Steenrod I95I),
43
> G M a ) 0 / R ) - >  u, 0  rs,x5^).-> n-,/rOj
)% C^2,y TTq { 5, jc 
a) The image of any homotopy group in the sequence is isomorphic to the
quotient of that homotopy group with the kernel of the mapping.
B) The image of any homotopy group in the sequence is the kernel of
the subsequent mapping.
G)
Using the above conditions, we have,substituting the known homotopy groups 
^  P , Y cT ) . 1 a
0 -> z — ?• f R) —> o — > z  —> rr, (R) _> z^ o
and:-
T m  c< - k'ar jS = O 
T r r \ jS r IL  J  p  r Z.
p - - Z_
X  -  Mi C R ) / k « . r  V  - dft)/2. = o
hence;-
rr^((?) = z
kô.rcT — (9
Xf>a cT t Q  y Kar cT C? 
l/YV X  “ ke.r 5
T m  ^ z ^  /  K€.r % Z /
12.3
12.4
12.3
12.6
12.7
12.8
12.9
12.10
12.11
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hence:
and :
"  . 6 ^  - i m  - }<er 3\ -z. 7.^
12.12
12.13
hence
' h ( R ) / z  =
12.14
At first sight h, (a)r7+Z^^ however we must be careful. In our analysis 
vie have a relationship 1-rA^ z Z / o  where the equality sign means 
isomorphism.
We could have another possibility that fT, Cf3.) r Z  if in fact 
1 '5 — Z  even
This is indeed possible since Z is isomorphic to Zeven by the mapping 
n — 5 2n. The question arises:- 
Which is the case?
If [1^  ( = Z  4 - 2  2^ , we can assign to the textures;
^  J -I-
12.15
and ;-
the following quantum numbers;-
/ V ^ Z )  r. , A / /  Zz. ) - 1  M o d  Z
and
N  ( 2 .^ ZZ rv\ A / ^ 7 . 2 . )  ~ c9>MooIZ_
12.18
12.16
12.17
fi I C  zr. 2, we can assign to the textures;-
( %  , A ) - ( ( ' A t -  ^  Co&( A+
(  ~ L  ^  J  j2 ( 0 5  A -t-i^ivxn jé__)
the topological quantum numbers:-
/V 2  ) % 2  ro + )
and;
A/ ( Z J ■=- 2 r/^
Now the two textures of the type:
add to the texture ( ^ j  <^ 3 ^  C  ^  and not to a uniform texture.
For \"T j ( R) - 2  4- 2 ^  such addition yields;-
Ar 0 = 0  A/fZ.1^ Tz(i ^  IjMcJ 2 = <9
12.19
12.20
12.21
12.22
12.23
for rfi Cp-)-2 such addition yields;- 
A/ ^ 2.3 - 2  corresponding to a ( j  ^ hence ff, ( ^ )  = 2.
is correct.
The point singularities are classified by an integer S which is the number 
of times the sphere in order parameter space is covered when a sphere 
in real space is covered once. Thus:-
A - CO 5 <9 z i- ( X  CoS ■& çS -h ^  s!^s
has a topological quantum number S .
13. The superfluid-velocity
Since n j is real, the superfluid velocity is given by the 
gradient of the phase of the order parameter, i.e.:
‘ « . 1
Since there exist line singularities in the planar phase with a -| 
integral multiple of ^ as well as an integral multiple; circulation of 
superflow in the planar phase is quantized in | integral multiples 
of k(r/na instead of integral multiples, hence
^  V5, . dL c -k A /V (2.)/ 2.VX, 
where A/ (z) can be 2m or 2m t 1.
4?
14. Boundary conditions in topology
nhen a superfluid is in a container the topology is further restricted
by the boundary conditions, and textures may become topologically inequivalent
which were equivalent in the open system (Bailin and Love 19?8 c).
The constraints imposed by the boundary conditions result in the 
topological space of allowed order parameters being smaller on the boundary
than in the interior of the superfluid. There is less room for a particular
texture to deform to the uniform texture, hence we would expect, in 
consequence, more topological quantum numbers.
In a cylindrical container the boundary condition confines n to be perpendicular 
to the cylinder axis. The restricted order parameter space is;
R  - ( 9, X S , j / 2 ^
14.1
The exact sequence of homomorphisms yields;.-
" i  2 ^ )  - >  s , X  9 , )  - >  TT^ ( / R  3  - >  rr, ( - >  r , ,  ^ s , j
'I C a )  - >  rr, - >  rr, f s, * i,) _ >  n-^ ( r J
Substituting the known homotopy groups we have
c X . p  K cT t: V
O — y o '«% ( (%j -> L? —2 :z 4- 2. rr, ^
again as for the open system we have two possibilities;-
a) rr, ( f i )  % z i- 14.2
B) rr, 14.3
( /T^Ch) is trivially zero).
Using similar considerations as in the open system, it is evident that
rTj (b ) = Z + Z is correct. The textures
14.4
41
y
14.3
have assigned topological quantum numbers:
'^1^2.) - 2 ^ - f l  A/^ Ik S
^1 ( 2.) - ^ L  ik,7
respectively.
+ A
The strict boundary condition n = - ^  gives a space of order parameters;-
Since the minus sign may be absorbed into the phase factor by changing 
to 2^-f~rr , the order parameter space is simply :-
R  =: S
14.9
A
de take n = ^ without any loss of generality, hence from the known 
homotopy groups ; -
^ ^ c a ) = o  , , ' T , c ^ ) = - ^  14.10
The S^ is associated with the phase of the order parameter, hence a 
texture;-
rv 3 - (  ^ p  3  has assigned a topological
quantum number m. In the absence of boundary conditions it would have 
been classified as N(z) = 2m. Thus the effect of the boundary conditions 
for line singularities is not to introduce a new quantum number but merely 
to eliminate textures involving -§ intergal multiples of /.
" W
Non-singular textures in topology
When studying singularities we have considered topologically inequivalent 
mappings from a circle encircling the singular line to order parameter 
space. If a superfluid is contained in a cylinder, and we wish to study 
non-singular textures one might imagine instead, mapping a cross-section 
of the cylinder into order parameter space rather than a singular line.
Such a cross-section is a hemisphere which can be continuously deformed to 
a disc. This might provide a more complete classification of non-singular 
textures. Of course, this cannot be applied to singular ones since the 
mapping wouldthen be discontinuous. (Bailin and Love 19?8 d).
Let us consider the space of order parameters R. The interior of the disc, 
representing the cross-section of the cylinder, is mapped into R. If there 
are boundary conditions^the disc's some subspace A of R,
We proceed by studying the relative homotopy group f1^(R,A)
Information about this relative homotopy group may be obtained from the 
exact sequence of homomorphisms;-
Wj, ( A )  - >  fîi ( A )  - >  (Ti. c  a ) - >  rr, ( A )  -> ,r, (  rzj)
The order parameter space R is a space of 3 - dimensional unit vectors n 
hence R =
A
(The boundary condition restricts n to be in a plane perpendicular to the 
axis of the cylinder),
Let us see why R = S^. Firstly, such a boundary condition allows no |- 
integral textures (no quotient) and secondly we can neglect the 
associated with the phase factor.
Any I integral texture on the interior gets mapped to a integral texture 
on the boundary and any integral texture on the interior gets mapped to 
an integral texture on the boundary. Hence A = S^.
Tnus; f/43 = (2 , ,12. ( ^  15*^
We can neglect the phase factor since the mapping rTj (a) -R> rT ^ (R) 
denoted by S say will map:„
rT, Cs, xs, 3 = iT, * (s .)  4- rr. (c,) - >  rr. ' f s j  + RfsO
and we can easily see that such mappings map phase factors to phase factors 
(denoted by>t), hence the exact sequence will not be destroyed by neglecting
^  I IT) 2 j '
Hence we have :-
O  — > %  >  rr-2^ ( A )  — y  'z. — y  o
which yields:-
Ox c ~  :2 + z
15.2
The two integers correspond to mappings where the whole disc is mapped m 
times onto the northern hemisphere of the sphere and n times onto the 
southern hemisphere of the sphere. Since the exact boundary condition is
/I
n = ^ the mappings of physical interest are those where m and n differ by 1, 
We can obtain simple examples of non-uniform textures by first deforming the 
disc to a hemisphere. We take co-ordinate axes with the Z axis through the 
north pole and the X and Y axes in the plans of the base. Using spherical 
polar co-ordinates
(based on the Y axis rather than the Z axis), the surface of the hemisphere 
may be written as:-
T ~ "j
O ^ 0 ' 2 r r  j O <p' Cz Ü
We define mappings to the sphere by;-
15.3
n = M  CDS 0  ^t- (^ Z. 2 A/4- l3 ^ "^ 4 - ( " 2  A/+i)
^ 15.4
JJ-
As the hemisphere is covered once, the northern hemisphere of the sphere
is coveredN 4- 1 times and the southern hemisphere, N times. The western
half of the boundary of the hemisphere is mapped to the western half of
the equator of the sphere, and a similar mapping exists for the eastern
A
side. Hence q - ^ boundary condition is satisfied.
In terms of the cylindrical polar co-ordinates p , which define position 
on the disc, we take :-
coi,e- --
15.5
and
c o s  p '
where R is the radius of the cylinder. For N = 0 we have;
0 . -2 (^ j _  ^  V -
which resembles the Mermin and Ho texture (lierrain and Ho 1976)
15.6
16. Soiltons in topology
When a magnetic field H is applied to the planar phase the n vector is 
aligned parallel or anti-parallel to H.
Let us choose:
H  c yL/ %
16.1
A
Then n = f z and the order parameter space is simply:-
4 '  -- ± 16.2
Since the sign can be absurbed into the phase factor we can see that 
the order parameter space is;-
16.3
(n parallel or anti-parallel to the field is associated with a plane).
Now
fl =. I y iï.
Here, the exact sequence of homomorphisms yields:-
rr, (t?H ) rr,  c r ) -> rr, f 7!^  3 -> nz C ^ h)
Substituting the known homotopy groups we have;
o< /?  ^ y
■2 — >  2. — > ( R, 3 ^
then :
kcr r  - >'T, ( (I, n
16 A
16 .3
16.6
hence :-
rr, { (Zj Rh 3 ~ z / ) ^ e . r p  -
16.7
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The mappingckI is the inclusion of IT, (H^) to Ti^  (a). We know from
our proceeding discussions that it maps the integers to the even integers 
hence 1 ^  (K. = Z even. J
and ; -
'd f (?„) , 2 ^
16.8
The texture:-
f  y  J A. ) r 7  ^/% J tos $ J)
has assigned a topological quantum number a/ (Z^) = 1 
Since for a soliton;
A  O  %  — 2  -  .A
^  -=> 2 (T %_ — ^
we can choose;
16 .9
where is an arbitrary parameter.
For a surface soliton, the same results apply exactly except that the 
normal to the surface plays the role of the magnetic field.
3 T
17. Stationary -points of the free energy by the Euler Lagrange Method
Having established the total free energy of the system and the most general 
order parameter for the Planar phase, we are now in a position to discuss 
the possible existence of point and line singularities. Such singularities 
have been suggested by Blaha 1976 and Hu et al 19?6 in the A phase.
More recently, Bailin and Love I978 e have studied not only singularities 
in the A and B phases but also in the A^ phase.
Throughout the calculation, we shall assume that the superfluid is confined 
in a sufficiently large container (dimensions io~*^ crr\ ), hence the 
bending energy acts as a perturbation on the more dominant dipole-dipole 
energy. Let us re-write the bending energy and the order parameter for the ' 
planar phase:
Fs -  V d' r^ t- f j,.'
17.1
We now substitute 17.2 into 17d  and using the identities -
£ Lr.^  ^ - (<^'•-1 t.-- +- -t- cTkc
-  cTj^ S:^Sk,^_)
( 7  X a ) ^  - 1 - q  ak -
equation 17.1, after a little algebra, yields;-
+ î f ë v ) "  -
17.3
17 .4
1 7 .5
17.6
35^
(For the corresponding expression in the B phase see Brinliman, omith, 
Osheroif and Blout 1974).
Neglecting the phase factor equation 17.6 simply becomes:-
17.7
In order to minimize the free energy we must add on the.Lagrange 
multiplier:-
8  = K  ( c i V  d  ij)
17.8
The Euler Lagrange equation for n can be written 
(Matthews and Walker)
g -
Re-writing 17.7 as;-
We can explicitly find the Euler Lagrange equation in terms of n:
17.9
17.10
Z y ( q . A ) _  4 V x ( V x a ) : ; ^ n
Let us now look to see what type of textures, i.e what explicit forms of
A
the vector n, satisfy equation 17.10, The uniform texture n = z is trivial 
and certainly is a stationary point of the free energy. More interesting
A A
examples are the point singularity n = r or the 'hedgehog'^ n =
A
and / which are line singularities or 'smooth haired' hedgehogs,
A
and finally the line singularity n = j).
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Vie begin by studying n - r, components of equation 17,10. 
In spherical polar co-ordinates read:-
?
j
t A . « [  ÿ  [  [ 6   ^ ÿ ] ]  - i  p .  ]r «
^  1 »  [  è  [  «  k  -  &  „  [ i  .  p_,  J
17.11
'2f 2 - û 3  ^ F  ® ^ ) (  5
-L o> A ^
r5v\(9
D
Using equations I7 .II and 17.12
Equation 17.10 for n = r i.e. n^ = l n = n./ = 0 reads;
- H Ar “ F
r
ie n = 1  ny = n^ = 0
Hence n = r is a stationary point of the free energy.
/V
'Turning now to n = 0
a similar calculation can be performed^with the resulting equation;
A cos â r c 'A Q
i.e. n = 6  or the smooth haired hedgehog is not a stationary point 
of the free energy,
A
n = j 5 i.e. n ^ = n ^  = 0   ^ n^ = 1 yields:-
17.12
17.13
17.14
0
17.15
i.e. n = ^ is a stationary point of the free energy.
Working in cylindrical co-ordinates we can re-write equations 17.11 and 
17.12 as:-
r ; 2 i è
d  r  >7 t  r ?  - 4 J  - i p s L  7  -  r
17.16
and
7 C z . o ) . c f k j  + 2 £ y j r f )  +  i  p y
17.17
A
n = ^ reduces equation 17.10 to:-
&  P -- T) 0
J 17.11
A
and n = originally suggested by de Geenes 1973? yields:-
- -  Z' p
17.19
A
Equation 17.18 confirms the previous result for n = but in
__
cylindrical co-ordinates. Equation. 17.19 implies that ~ f is a 
stationary point of the free energy.
5"'
Having established the existance of certain types of singularity 
neglecting the phase factor, we now turn to the case where = m
Re-writing equation 17.6 as:-
- (o^ ) _ c^ u)
and adding, as before, the Lagrange multiplier B =. ^  j 
we can set up not only the Euler Lagrange equation for n but also 
for i.e.
A. / \ 2)F
o
17.20
^  1  _ i f
^ 7 / \
V A ) ; "}6 j
or explicitly;-
1  Y, c  S  ■ f}) - u yx ( zX n) -b 2 z ' ^ c c : Fz) =
2. - ( r  ■ ù X  z -  ? a ') -(a. £ )d • £-/)=■ o
17.22
with /- being a linear function of /, It is a simple matter to see 
that n = r remains a stationary point since (n . f /- ) = 0 and '^"'Ÿ = o 
For n = / ; (V . n) = 0. Both and (n ' f ^  0  ^ ) induce terms
like  ^ ^ 2. which are also equal to zero. Hence the second equation
of 17.22 is satisfied and the first yields an extra term of the form
n = j5 like n = r remains a stationary point. I'uming now. to cylindrical 
co-ordinates, n = jp also remains a stationary point since the extra terms 
are all of the form
and which are all equal to zero.
Having established the existance of certain types of singularities as 
stationary points of the free energy, we now turn our attention to 
calculating the magnitude of this energy I
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 ^ A
Again introducing - m é we can write F.., for n - r as:-
Ff r ’4  ( f (  ci-r ( üjrF - i)
17.23
In writing equation 17.23 we expressed equation 1?.6 in terms of 
spherical polar co-ordinates with  ^ - o and
adopted d'^ r as : -
Equation 17.23 can be further simplified to:-
Ff : rr P  i ( <2^‘Tr f  JiSlY ^ 2 1
We now introduce a cylindrical cut off around the singularity with 
^  ^  /o"^ CKv\ the dipolar length.
Hence 2 r <. ^  and 2. t9 2 iT -
Equation 17.24 now reads:
% \T P { f t . - I  q  C ,T _ -T /^  ^ ~jw r J
- %  [  [  CT- - A  1 - " Z  7  J
Noting that: 1 , we can re-write 17.25 as;
A
For n = p in a spherical container the equation for reduces to:-
F^z ) c P A ' - y  ( F ^ _  ^
17.24
17.25
17.26
17.27
wAgain, introducing a cylindrical cut off at nj we have, after performing 
the integration:-
17.28
Itirning to a cylindrical geometry we can perform an analogous 
calculation, but using cylindrical polar co-ordinates for the texture n_= ^
Noting that in this case d^r = ^ cTp for o ^ 2 ,T
and _ < 2. 2 , where L is the length of the
container, F can be written:-
F 5 = L cr (  Jp
Again, introducing a cylindrical cut off at we have;
R- = A  js- rr +-2.) r .  5 c
17.29
17.30
A
For n = ^ in a cylindrical container;
■4 y  r r  F 2 . v . r  V M )  I  ^
hence at cut off
f $  ~  L  V  A  iT ( Z-n ^  -V ^ ^
In our discussion so far we have concentrated on simple point or 
line singularities which may exist as stationary points of the free 
energy. Let us now turn to more complicated textures.
The first of which is the well known Mermin and Ho texture namely;-
R - cos Ot (d) Z 4- Sun. ol /j3)
17.33
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oL ij>) is a function of j> such that
f O ^  — > D
where R is the radius of a cylindrical container. Taking the phase 
to be zero we confine ourselves to simply discussing equation 17.10 
i.e.
Using 17.33 and naturally working in cylindrical polar co-ordinates, 
we have ;-
^ Y C z - d . ) =
^ (jj)
17.34
' 4  f  X ( Z x A )   ^ d p - - 4 ;
/  h f j
17.35
A. ^
Equation I7 .IO can thus be split into 2 , and j> components
i.e.:
'Z coioc ^  V  i i «X - 4 a x .  - 4  /
a
3% - - V  b y  d f  ^  1- z  ^
P  f
~  ^  C 4 )  ■
A c, S cZ
17.36
Multiplying the first equation of 17.36 by K. and the second 
by CojaL and substracting we have;-
62
[' - S'^xcZ, 0=> 5- rX. C AoS
17.37
Let then, in terms of y, equation 17,
y
37 can be written:-
S '-A oL Co 5 cL.
oi d
integrating, we haver-
  oj WJ
-3
17.38
f  i t  
> /
X. %
17.39
J 1 - Z 7 T - ]
17.40
The integral on the H.H.S. is of the standard form:
I x-t- C f  cp)J \TÂ. /** (Ax.J (x+p)JÂî
17.41
where R = <a 4- bx. +■ c ^ c
By putting sin%C= - and multiplying top and bottom of the R.H.S. of 17.40 
by (1 - x)^ we have:-
SO»(-
j/ 
n. (3% J  
17.42
Here, in our example: c = - 1, b = p = 0, a = 1 and 17.41 can be written:
63
-  %
f ct
Uoon integrating these standard forms we find:-
Hence, using the boundary conditions, we have:-
17.43
% K e
I i- C  ^ ^
17/^4
-1
putting the constant of integration, c = Re %
liirning now to a second type of texture, we must look towards topology and
see what information this gives us. We have already found that topologically 
textures of the form:-
€ cos -f- ^
can exist for the planar phase. However, it can be shown that any textures 
of this kind do not satisfy the Su1er Lagrange equations for local minima.
To look for general textures which cannot be deformed away and which
satisfy the Saler Lagrange equations, we are prompted to try:-
17.45
%  - 5 ^ 0 ) 17.46
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where d  {/}) and f(b) are some arbitrary functions of
Let us re-write the Euler Lagrange equations again with an arbitrary
uhase factor;
/I
o
17,4?
working in cylindrical polar co-ordinates we have:-
< < - J  = [  'p  ^ ^  “ ■« - ^ *  { i U ) " - ] / ' *
y 1 3 **'
17.49
17.50
The first of equation 17.47, after splitting into and p components, 
reads :-
- y  ^
17.51
•4 V  fit \ = yis-Tv^., 17.52z.
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Eliminating /\ , we have, after a little algebra:-
f T l  .4 T  1 B  -  ) + . f d t \  "7) p z_ L  i - z ^ ^  J X è ^ i  J / g ^  I -  O
17.53
Turning to the second equation;-
f  17.54
• Z  X p  ■ i r )  := &  T  +- X  a y
17.55
fci ?  ) l x -  2  / )  - - X  -k X  +
/  4 p  ^ T-i
y
17.56
The second of 17.47 now reads:-
L  X  -  t " ' ' " X  -  X  " " " O p - P f f  = °
17.57
This can be simply re-written as:-
4  F " 5  ■
17.58
hence Ü  z ---- ^  17.59 where k is an arbitrary
constant of integration.
66
substituting 17.'48 into 17.53 and working only with sin and cos c <  
equation 17.53 now reads:-
2 ( \ I
\ Z si Co 5«=c J  {   ^)p  J ■h
Let y = - D  then 17.60 can be re-written as:-JcP
=. o
17.60
2 w  X  t
JoC 2 5wa oZ. <Tt>5oC
17.61
putting Y = y we have:-
V
17.62 in turn can be put into the well known form;-
X /
K
r.
17.62
 ^ ^ ( 7 T 3 £ 7 £ Z T 3 T T ) ~
Solving this equation using integrating factors yields:-
V  _y ^
Ôp
L
C f Z - & ^  ~1 —  ^— C^osZ«=<.[£i,-5 -L
( Z ) C 4- I
k
17.63
6?
where C is an arbitrary constant of integration we can re-write equation 
17.63 in terms of cosZoC , namely:-
J''/
Co ^ ^ Z-L ~~ 8 cJcX.
f 2 -h -J- 2) K —  6 c-^
17.64
putting X = COS 2 ck we have;-
J  Jé z -  X
2
where p = 3 - 2c, n = 4k - 6c
The limits of integration for x, run from - 1 to + 1 since;
0  - o n3> ^
0  - Z IT — ^  oL r r
We have also split the integral for cos Zoi from 0 to jz and from ^ jz  
to rfThen:-
2it -- - V  { -x'lr^ - 3 5
17 .65
Hence
Z r  !/ ( ^  H
17 .66
These integrals are extremely difficult to solve, however they can be
handled by making an assumption. Let us suppose that the first integral
?
has a factor of x - 3 in x“ + px 4- n and the second integral a
?
factor of X + 3 in x" -■ px +- n 
then:-
3 X' -f s) = ;*r " -k p>: d AX .
This implies that
6 - - ''/>
and
/c / 2 l J  \
\ Z J
When (x t 3) (x + S) = x~ - px + n, then s - r\y
and z j j
Then 17.66 reads :-
5  (I -^) (^4+ 33
- *8 rv z - 3
17.67
We also have from 17.59; using x = cos 2cX. >
z'^ I
d C ~ â x
hence:
^   ^ k  f  b  ______________  +. X -  3 )  '
c'x. i r>c-7, (i-^pL+ y{Y'^i\-xy^(^+yyj
17.68
69
and. noting f runs from o to n we have;-
r i z X - y ) r
c [
'A
XL-
iI Ci-^)'YI % ) V ^ +  r  J 0  %  + 7/ ) \
f-
'k„
17.69
with the same condition 
Now we note that:-
— q cL AA <c - 3) .
p:-3)
'/.
- (x4-3^ —  b
X  - 33*^" (t + y, )  V 1 - r  C 14 x3 (%+3)
17.69 becomes:-
( y  (^304- ('i 0  -w%yb^ 4.
K.
r
4 I"YYrJ d:c r i lf doc
■t!
G cItj
Both 17.67 and 17.70 are now of standard form and can be solved 
using elliptic integrals.
17.70
" .   _
^ "  [(c-ocb-4;]*'-^ ^
a >  v L > b >  c > o l
70
17.71
where :
-OJ i
- J7(X ~ b ) (^u- C 3
k
17.72
r ~ C CK~ b X  t-~ à J
(<X~cX k-^)
\  -1
17.73
F , r) is an elliptic integral of the first kind. 
Putting a = l,u = 1, b = - l,c = V 3 d = ~ 3 
we have;- 
.-^ 1
::C 2. f(tr'/, 2. ) '3+ %
3
17.74
L-
Using the result: 
u.f (\k. z
a [c .-c x ,-o ]
F  O p  j '' 3
>H.?d 17.75
r  - rC « - '^  ac ^ - a )  
(Q.- c X  b - clj)
k
Putting u = 1 , d =-1, a =  3, % = " " /2  c = 1 then:-
f'  _____ ^ _____________ ^ 2,
!, ^ % ) V i - x p  . f 2C I - "/j) 1
I.
17.76
Using the result;-
TT f y  , - r ] r) f ( p - c ) F ( ' y ; r ) l
'  ^ L ( b - ix  j,-c) J )  /  -a
C c - b )
71
wnere:-
■'  ^jC. b - cA 3
A > b > C  >  UL X  cA
17.77
and writing:-
p = - 3 »  c = 1; u = - l ,  a = 3 b = d = - l
then :-
4!
'4,
17.76
l T ( 6 , -n,k) is an elliptic integral of the third kind. 
Another useful result which we shall use is:-
•>c 2_
(*o - X.3 ^ (c-x.) ^  3 ^  (a~ b-cl) ^
(>'. - [ t r j h
+  - b )  r C ^  j
0.> b >c >  <X. 3L (A
wnere;-
%
r -
r c a - h v  1 ^
I (a-cxb-a) j
17.79
%
17.60
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Vf r icing:-
O C -^3
17.11
then:- 
4)
(^-33 ^
-, ( "A.y’-ci+3:)'/r [2(1 - V j ' ) ] _
c - % - 0
j%
2_
y
r .  % 1 
Lo-  x ) J  ^
+ / 3 4-
i /
17.82
with a = 3» b = -n/3 , u = -l, d = -l, c = l 
and finally using:-
f cl X- z
\  f?"»-- . c ) ' ' ' - f'Ca-c^Cb-cA)]"^
p - c )  !l J 7 )
+- Ce. -  A )  f  (  ' P i j r ' ) ~ J
o. ^  > b > c > c i 17.83
where: X
H  =
L  p - b  X  M--
with d = “ 3 . u = l ,  b = - l ,  a = l  then:-
_ c
"" (ou-b)(c-^3 '
r -
;
17.34
r^'fx+î 2-,
J ~  7  "F> - ' >  y ? . ' F ' -
1 4
u %
■i -1-% 1 \
^7 1 I - %
17.35
Using 17.70 to 17.15; equations 17.67 and I7 .6 9 become:-
73
+ f-i * r , ) F {  [ )
17.16
fT %
3 -
+
y
r  '
- [
? .^  A/^ 1 K_ 
1 - V-,
17.87
We -would like to translate elliptic integrals of the third kind to 
ones of the first and second kind in order to make the algebra easier. 
This is performed by Abramowitz and Stegun.
—  / 6 ^  _ 1/
‘  ^ ( P J "  ^  j  ^  ^ ^ I -  ks
Defining:-
o
- / k )  =  r r / -
17.88
then :-
T T A . , , h )  = ~
+  y '  k  ( k )
17 .8 9
17.90
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where ;
and:-
o
Now fT( /^ / , k) can be re-written in terms of K(k) by:
17.91
17.92
where:
4.  = [  A/ (T, - /V ( / V  .. k % )  - ' J k.
17.93
and:
[ 7
A/
__/A_ is the Henman ' s Lamda function defined as
Tr L 
L  > C'-
where:-
4>
and;-
17.94
17.95
17.96
17.97
E  ( k ) ^ E  C  ^ k. J
17.93
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17.97 and I7.9I'are known as elliptic integrals of the second kind.
Using the results of Abramowitz, we are now in a position to write 
a computer program to see what value of n satisfied both equation
17.16 and 17.17. If the two values are identical then the assumption
we used, namely the factorization of a particular quandratic, is totally 
valid. It turned out that the equation 17.16 is satisfied for n =-3.03 and
17.17 for n = - 3 .01. Thus our assumption has induced an error of 
approximately Vfo and could induce this kind of error in any estimation 
of N.M.H and power spectra. To sum up;-
The texture;
E\ - Cos cx. 7 ^  4- % \^ oi c py p
with:-
c z ~ ^ - K C 1d k
ch (j)
^  (JL ~ 3c + ij)
2_
and :
h<j> 2 -
+ 3 1 _____
L -  J t
is,to within 1^ error?a local stationary point of the free energy. It is 
unique for the planar phase in the sense that no other texture in any 
of the other phases has these strange characteristics.
with ~ 4 0 1 ' 4nd ; - C Cj
Il. Surface Soliions
Maki and Kumar 197?a, have shown that a variety of planar textures are
3
possible in superfluid He - A which, due to the nuclear dipole interaction, 
have features in common with solitons arising from nonlinear hyperbolic 
equations (Sine-Gordon equation).
3
Planar textures in superfluid He - B have also been pointed out by
Ifeki and Kumar 1976, Maki 1977. The condensate of ^He - B is characterized
in terms of n and 9 where n is a unit vector, and 0 is a rotation angle.
(Leggett 1 9 7 5 ). Maki and Kumar found that solitons arise from the
non linearity in the dipole interaction. Recently Maki and Kumar 1977b
predicted the existance of n solitons which are domain walls,where the n
vector changes from one equilibrium configuration to another,
Tlwo types of solitons or extended solutions can occur in the planar phase 
3
of superfluid He, The first is a surface soliton, the second arises by 
application of a magnetic field.
we shall consider a surface soliton which develops on the surface, of a 
parallel plate container. On the surface of our container, it is possible 
to find solutions to the free energy which propagate in the z direction.
At the ends of the motion i.e. at + oo the n vector is parallel and anti-
/V.
parallel respectively to the surface normal s = x. By looking at the terms which 
make up the free energy at the surface, it will be shown that when n = + s , 
this energy reaches an absolute minimum.
Since the surface soliton has a definite length it effectively reaches this 
minimum condition, not at g OO  ^ but at some finite value.
Topology suggests that we must look for a solution that has not only an 
n vector but also a phase factor X  This is not the case in the B phase 
where there is no quotient group. We can guess the form the solution will 
take from the above arguments namely
/V /V
Z r o S U c X L  +- 4 Si'n Lt LOS, V y
IA_ 18.1
y y
where ;-  ^ , ■bir, uL z 5c %-
V z bCLryK'W %. .}- (2_
IS.2
are variational parameters, \
we note that cosu= +• "z. . If we choose the minus sign the
soliton will have the n vector parallel to s = x at z = - oo^ ancL
A
antipara11el to s at z = 4- oo , Choosing the + sign reverses the above 
and such a solution is known as an antisoliton.
Hence the texture :-
f  ^ [2 4- tA.V2. 4, J
is one where^if u and v are written as above^ the n vector and the phase 
factor change sign from - oo to + oo. Thus. ( X  , n) remains unchanged 
in sign. We must, however, calculate 'yj, pL j c. . To do this we need 
to know the total energy at the surface. The analagous B phase calculation 
was performed by Brinkman, Smith, Osheroff and Blout 19?4, The total 
energy at the surface is deeply affected by the presence of walls. 
Ambegaokar, de Gennes and D Rainer 19?4 performed a lengthy calculation 
to show that the presence of the walls forces the m^ = o component of the 
triplet order parameter along the surface normal s to be depressed quite 
independently of the nature of the state. This boundary condition is 
expressed by;-
X '  ' 18.3
As a trial function satisfying IB,3 we can choose
18.4
where :
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f(r ) varies from being unity at the walls to being zero in the bulk at 
some distance  ^ (X) ythe coherence length 2ÛÛA*^ . (bmith et al 1977)
The bulk free energy is given by:-
1
^  tprA/cA,,A-^y,i-*
18.6
Substituting 18.4 into 18.6 we have:-
A^.vi^r z z  + )(i - j
13.7
/4yj /4vj- z At^jA^j z A f 5"^ 2f9r4 4-(ç'
t ^ b (-' ^ )^ [ i ^  J j
13.3
Ay j^^Ay:T/y,|4'/j = /y/zAyfAvi'/y^' = ::
~ M f  ^ b  -  4 ^  4 - 2 .  f' (Z ' z)  4- +  4 f ]
8-4 n ]
Using 13.7 and. 13.9/ •. F^ can be re-written as;-
^  [ Z  4 4- (n.
( pt ^  [ i'^  - 4(-^b ~ %  5- 4 (a ' i) [- ^ b  Ilf^b ^ Jr]
b j3^)[ ^'^-4:f"b
+ 2_ T- (3 . s) "1 4 ^^3 „ J* ^4 _ 4 ]  j
13.10
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V/e now delete those terms not having an orienting effect as being 
irrelevant to our calculation, hence:-
Fs = ( a  k)
Then:-
- F / \ — Idrl I J_ A 2. _ 4 / ^ ^5'--h<^--0= j  t  / i f -
o
+ 1 A  (p,i-p^ ) [ ( - H ‘^-f f f X a -  S)"" 4. ( f V i j f V
' ^ Y  r A 3 ¥ 4 ^ ; ® r ) [ ( - 4 f  +- ( 9 -
13.12
We can choose f as:-
i = C - '"J- /  ^ )
18.13
Integrating over r, yields;-
5 5 . / b r [  F' ^   ^ ^  ^m  ^  P S t ;; r)Ip ' i)"-
13.14
We now concentrate on the dipole-dipole ensi’gy at the surface, viriting:-
£^> - i I '^XX ■*■ 4'^/ M y  - ' ^ ‘‘•'1
13.15
and substituting 13.4 into iS.lff^we have;-
 ^ ^ 13.16
in
ytt AyuL - A  r - ^  4- l-j" ( i — ( a  ' 1 j
13.17
A y i  A ^ i  - z A  [ z. 4 ^ - T ( - J -   ^n . J
IS.IS
13.15 can thus be re-written as:-
J L J 11,19
Again ignoring any constant terms we have:-
Fy z j" r % ^ ) ]
13.20
On performing the integration over r we have;-
= -• 5; I  ( a . s ) ' - a v
5
13.21
Finally the Bending energy can be written as:-
h  = p k  [_ ij ( 2'/)^ - 2(f2 • 2 ) ^
15.22
where D is the gap between our parallel plates. Writing 
F = Fg^ + F-^ S + F ,_ we have : -
F =  j d V  [ - t r  f o r / - h ( o - i p i -  r  ( 4  2(a. 27^1
+  ( v x  a 5  + 1?' i)'')]
18.23
11
where:
/
18.24
18.25
L  -~
18.26
1st us assume that the two plates lie in the y, z plane with the normal 
vector s in the x direction. In the present geometry we parametrize 
n, by:-
-A . A
Z, C  o  "S iX X -  4- S  » Fv vU C  oî> \ / ^  4—  S  I A  u _ S  t o.v/2.
18.27
9C = M.
18.28
In terms of u and v, equation 18.23 can be re-written (noting the 
soliton propagates in the z direction)
( V i ) "  = ( fe)
18.29
13.30
f\/x<h') - A ü  I __ Z S'loa.tio'/coSu-tvSv 3^
4-
V ^ Z-'
15.32
18.33
(n. % Ÿ  =
2- IX
13.34
Substituting 15.29 - 15.33 into 15.23 and defining = p/^. ^  
where cr is the surface area of the domain wall we have:-
^  ~ C\-C05\  -  b c o ^ ^ t X  4 c [sla^v - ^ s'"V t 3j
f - s.’n^v'J b (5:A^1L f - Z.i>'aV s>5^N/^y^^
)u. iD V n ~j
^  J J
18.35
4 s'jAU cosa s inv  AO sv ^  ^  
^ ^ '
where :-
“ Gr/o , (p = K  / D  ; ^ - ^ / P
15.36
We now try a variational solution:-
5 1 o U. - s ■€- 5-1 'VI 2L  ^ V % Ct i-CLA. k<vi 2_ -f- J
15.37
v/e shall take ct to be relatively small so as to be interested only 
in terms up to ot 
Writing:-
S'ON/zL 5 % A ^  (3<. ra/\k xy z. t ^
15.33
and expanding 13.33,we have:-
33
3 I \/ ~ 5 1A ([ot. r<N*\V\A| 2, ^  coS^ 4 -H 0 05 V'a.tvK-->| 2, 3 ,^ 5 ci -j—
5>' A  ^ c3< k(xr\k41 2. ^  Co S (^ (A. 2. ^ 5  irv C 05 cl
13.39
V/e now expand sin and cos in a power series up tooc-^ then:-
S»A^\/ % S>A^ ci -V- <9^ ^  ^  0j2.^C05^ci - SiA^A^ -E Jy l~CK'ZW^'yj 2.  ^CO!»^ dj
"k C. ^  ^cx'^U.'vj % — ^ hcxctk 1^  %. 4- _4_ ck'^b<%y\k oj %_ ^3» 1 n A cosci
13.40
and: —
^ $ii\^\A, ["S 'A^va ~ c o 5 *' v 4'3*^ z  s e & , k  4^ 2, t - Z  c C ^ A j ^ ^ e o W  Sio^A
b  2c< ^ S-Cck^Aj Z 2. ( C05^oi - ^/cv^AJ) hoiA^i Fa,aU'1is'*oclc05cl
^  oC ^ $€-ok 4^ 2. ^ o a A CD S A
15.41
Noting that:-
co _ 00
j  Se-t-K^’.vja. Far\k^0j2. 4 z  r  J  K^koiz.cl^LzO
- CO -03
13.42
and :-
00
(5 I j  (d
03
sec-k .v.zcU - —  ieJ. uicccl-z. = A  A
-CO ' ; J I q- . ts-yj
~CO I
IS. 43
wthen:-
C  ^^  j b'.o V  ( SVa V  - cos''V V 3 J  A Z = 11 c<.^  ^c [  I -h
b  cZ '^y^c. j^CoS^A— S* n ^
iO'T
1 % #
In  te rras o f  c>r., , A : -
 ^ ^ COS^U. Qcos^ V ~ s ‘ 4^ V J  t: 4  ^^S^<zk^4j2. V'txcxU T, - 2 . 'ij ^ 5-C c.k^'nj 2. i  t'/A  ^A
— 2. 4 |  ^S€ 2. h x /\ U  2. ^ ^ c 0 5 ^d -  Sin ^d  j  -  ^  SCtJk^'^Z k(\.nh^'^% d
“ C O ^ ^ A ^  -  2 ^ 1 ^  se.ok 4^2. 1" OyrX\ 4J2_ ^  2 c <  -Vj 2. — j - a / \k  ^Oj Z
f- 4/^ct^hcL'\k ^4^Zysind CO$A
15.45
Noting:-
/fw ^ L I 3 z r
J Seek -y^ Z rcL,\k Cjzdtzj s^ck z^.l-A'vk ^ %d:r z / s e c k ^ ^ ^ K ^ k d z  z O
-00 -DO
13.46
and:-
then :-
/ CO
I ”
, z S e. uk  '■yj z.
-to
1 90 , zs e e k  ^  Z
“* ÛO
r S e c \  'Vj 2.
-00
\ ^  . 
CDS
c /  2
UL C C.OS V -
-
IB.47
r_
Ct
1
18.48
z
31
18.49
— CO
~~ ^  C / ^ C O S ^ d "  S'"^ A^ ^  —
IB. 50
•5
If, in addition:"'
■CO ^ 30
{  A z  :; ^  , f se^-k A  2, A %  z Jj_,
-CO • —  00 - ^ j
13.51
then: - 
CO
-ÛO
^  -Sxa’^cI^ ti^r^uAc ( - cos^A^
b ^ si'V^A -
15.52
and :-
.OÛ
r ^ - CXC ôS*“lA. - \d C o S ^ lA _ ^ A z  Z. |G 2  OL b  ^  ^  3  ^
—  CO
15.53
in terms of
- kc b'AiXtOSaSiAV/'COSV/ ^  ^  tl-z. - c< t-cLAk^ jZ
—  5/ h A J b (^/-2 <^{"a.Ak'^2.i- l ~ ' D c i t  oidj
15.54
using:-
s e e k  'Vj Z  ^ O a K  % A  % “  S -e A ^  z  h x A .k  -^  % A  Z  z  /  S e .c h ^ - i j2 .  I"CL/\k/i/| L  A z z  o  
' W  -03 J a
13.55
and : -
CO r CO
S ^ L , k  % H c k / \K  O q Z c lz  -  -------   S ^ - c k  'V jZ  V 'C V^k 'y j Z  ^~2. -
f 2, [--  Z
~^S,Aytl 'Z.Fa'xK XiZcl ~ .>1 2. Fcvf\ ^ 2. — —
I I /oi-k, > \ ' I I y
18.56
-«> - to
then:
CO
- c S’lAvKCoSlA sk vr_OS\/ ^  ^  Az % —  oC^ -vic r C 05. ^ A ~ A 1
J Oz_ /) z_ 15 J i L~ J
- CO
- AJL .<4 
3, . !0C
15.57
If we now collect all the terms in f* we have;-
— -j-y_ |^c.os^oI~s-»45AJ - jzL c (X. l^cos^A -s/*i "|
b  p i ^ ' y j  c j ^ l b  CL-VJ jT ! - 2 S Î /A ^  A "j b  [ %  c*. b  ^  k
4-
15.51
Minimizing 15.51 w.r.t, A yields:-
S in cl Cos d  b- 1^ ç_ c<%y sînAcosA ~t skclco^A - sPc'îy s‘*n c'- CoS A z O
15.59
Lk.
IP
(coS^d CeXoy (cos^A- b  c/o^C (" = O
15.60
^  ( COS^A - S\^^d J - ([cosM -s/a^Aj X f lb sV/\^A\
1ST \
+ ^  C (■)- 2 s-,„^ cl V +  vy c -  (Zo. ^ ^  C s ÎA ^ d •=. O
15.61
The above system of equations can be solved by:-
2- ;
V
\Zi
which leads to a surface soliton of the form;-
.'A / A - -AX
^  / (OS A  k ,A Z j
\
18.62
A
with sinu = sech F  1 .
L 1 i-c J
15.63
Such a solution is also predicted by topological considerations and 
is thus not only stable under a variational calculation but is also 
topologically stable, (Fig. 3).
(its stability can be easily checked by differentiating).
b.
19. Magnetic'solitons
Instead of the surface normal s, we consider the magnetic field z. 
The magnetic soliton should develop in the same way as the surface 
one, being parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field at the ends 
of its motion. In this case, we consider the bulk magnetic energy and 
the bending energy.
The bulk magnetic energy can be written :-
I f  ^ 1- ^ y  MvL-Fv
19.1
where k ^ ^ and.; y k gr
is the nuclear magnetic moment of the He atom.
z oy ^ ^ ^ ^  where  ^ is the Ambegaokar-Mermin
parameter. .
 ^ z ^ ^ “ with p  c T ^ (i>)/ ?iT
Moore I976)
Using the planar phase order parameter
T
and / v  (Love and Jones
ir A  ( l b  J
and substituting into 19.1,we have :
r
19.2
F,
19.3
where •"
19.4
In writing 19-3 we have neglected any non-orienting effects.
Then :
where :
19.6
We assume that the magnetic field H lies in the z direction. With
this configuration, it is convenient to parametrize n > ^  , hy:-
CL 5 V jc S 1^ S ;a.v * +- CDS lA Z
with sinu = seen
Again the soliton develops in the z direction^hence V  = jL
Then:
19.11
Again vriting - iiyVwhere is the surface area of the domain wall
we have:-
19.12
in terms of ^  19.12 becomes:-
00
■CO
Performing the integration yields:-
19.13
•Ç" — f 9_ lv\ /yi h' ^ ^  >W oC 'T-'l 4- 2. ^  M o
' '5 ' "ly
19.14
Minimizing f^ for <  and ^  gives ;-
cX. = O x-yi Z. _ ^  H
Z
1 o
‘Ï-VV 19.1J
Such a solution is not only a stationary pointy but on differentitating
19.14 twice,shows that it is an absolute minimum.
We should note that the free energy in this particular case is 
independent of <1, Hence choosing ci = oywe have a texture
[y- J <1.\ - ^  LO&U.Z 4.
/ 19.16
withi-
19.17
Again, such a texture is also predicted by topological considerations.
(Fig. 3).
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We can also look for a second magnetic soliton which develops 
in the y direction (hence Ÿ  ~ '3 ).
Maintaining H = H^z, we use the same parametriaation as with the 
first magnetic soliton. Then:-
' ^  ^  19.18
\ 2. , f^ '^ \ ^  ^ \
T— \ 4- < -T- \ a_ 0 c 03U Oo5.v^ ‘AVA. SiO.\y ^ '
V  v:)/
19.19
z LJ 2_
c B I' lA. Ho
19.20
( v y )  , (a . ? y ) "  =
Substituting the above into 19,6 yields, for == f/-—  '. : -
1 9.21
-00
Re-writing 19.22 in terms ofX;(^ ,"j and integrating from + 00 to - 00, 
we have an analogous result to the surface soliton.
Using the results from the first section we only replace
02
Hence in this case an absolute minimum of the free energy exists when:
(Fig.3)
Hence we observe a soliton of the form:-
(y J H ^  S.T'O. uv +. foSLczJ
with sinu = sech y and given as above.
This solution, like it s predecessors, is an absolute minimum of the 
free energy, not only under a variational calculation, but also, under 
topological considerations.
By equating the dipole-dipole energy to the bending energy, it can be 
shown that the surface soliton develops over 1 cm, for a plate soperation 
of 1 mm. By equating the magnetic energy to the bending energy we 
find that magnetic solitons develop over a length of 1 mm for a 
field of 1 gauss.
A
S vx/LP Ac (z i>oi.i-ro/*J
_ >c
MACta^é'tjc 6 0Z.1 ro/v ç.
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20 ► Nuclear Ma/?rietic ?.esonance
In the theoretical literature on nuclear magnetic resonance in superfluid 
He~3l two main approaches have been undertaken. One is a microscopic 
analysis based on Green's functions (Kaki and Ebisawa 1973, 197^ a,b,c;
Takagi 1974; Combescot and Ebisawa 1974). These methods are complex and 
although can be used to study linear behaviour, it has yet not been possible 
to generalize them to the non-linear case. The second approach is a 
semiphenomenological one based on the Bom-Oppeheimer approximation 
(teggett 1973, 1974, Brinkman Serene Anderson 1974). It is the second, 
somewhat easier method we shall use here.
The earlier experiments on N.M.R in He-3 observed a shift away from the
Larmo' r value W = X Ho by an amount which may be several tens of
KHg in low external fields.(For a discussion on the experimental observations
see V/heatly 1975)• If we take into account only forces that conserve the
total spin S, no such shift is possible, in that case every eigenstate
can be labelled by the total spin S, the spin projection and a whole set
of quantum numbers labelled n,- we simply write:-
E
20.1
y  is the gynomagnetic ratio. A weak r.f, field perprendicular to the Z axis 
changes 3^ by + 1 ( io = l), so the energy eigenstates gain or lose an 
energy equal to Ho, the resonance frequency.
Because of a shift observed away from the Larmo. r frequency in superfluid 
He-3, we must include in our analysis some force which does not conserve total 
spin. The most obvious candidate is the interaction between nuclear-magnetic 
moments/or the dipole-dipole energy.
The 5 dependent energj'' can be easily obtained from thermodynamic 
considerations namely:-
^ t  y  -  lE S - H C é r ) 20.2
Qt:
W o  + y.j- (h)
20.3
is the total magnetic field 'which contains a static component 
Ho usually along the z axis, and an oscillating part H r.f, either 
parallel or perpendicular to Hq z , liie susceptibility %  is the experimental value, 
Ihe Dipolo-dipole energy density is written as:-
- Vi
20.4
The total adiabatic Hamiltonian for the p-wave state is simply:-
20.5
h (  S j - V ; )  = y s - H ( f c )  +
A^i Aiyi. ~ ^  Ay.C 5
To obtain the spin dynamic equation of motion we need in addition 
to 20.5.appropriate Kinematic relations between 3 and d(k).
Heisenberg's equation of motion is written:-
■  T  #  - [ S3
and the spin commutator as:-
Si . s ,] '
(Leggett 1975)
Then using 20.6, 20.7 and 20,5 we have, after a little algebra:-
S  - y 5 X 4^ yu 20.1
where ;-
Q . - c ^ ^  .
 ^ TIT" ^  C..C.
'  j/4^j 20.9
9o
Equations 20.1 and 20.9 have been derived by rioting that
a) Since ~ X ^ /' ^ 0^ is a constant,its commutator with S is zero
b) [  ^- y k • H < t-) j ^ V { i. X il i
AM.
=) L i .  y .  ] = L  >.
C  1  ~ /4/^ u 20.10
(Leggett 1 9 7 .5)
Noting that:-
20.11
and using 20,5 for H and employing 20.10^it is easily shown that:-
/y. - Ayi V y r Ht(t) -  ^i/-Y]
20.12
In forming 20.12 we have also used A^B,0 ]= [ A,G Jb + A. f B,G J 
where A,B, C are operators.
Equations 20.8, 20.9 and 20,12 completely describe the spin dynamics 
of our superfluid system. But how do we employ them to work out the 
N.M.H frequencies of different textures?
To answer this question let us first evaluate
- r Ayc ] ^
(N.B. This last equation is only true for a real order parameter).
We now need to discuss the form of our order parameter in the planar
phase. The ord.er parameter is not simply:-
20,14
07
but a deviation-from this. This deviation is one from the minimum of 
the dipole-dipole energy. Let us see how this comes about.
The torque depends on the orientation of the order parameter. As 
long as the spin angular momentum S is constant and is equal to its 
equilibrium value , there is no torque from the correlated
spins trying to change it. However in the event a non-equilibrium
condition is set up, then the order parameter changes with time and 
in general a torque may develop to change S.
The above concepts can be understood in terms of two simple experiments.
In the first case we imagine that the field is suddenly changed by a 
small amount parallel to itself and in the second we imagine a sudden 
perpendicular field change, (both accomplished by H r.f), In both cases 
the equilibrium of the spin system is suddenly altered. A torque R^ 
develops and we are now in a situation where the dipole-dipole energy
is no longer at a minimum but deviates from this absolute value. We are
interested in small deviations away from the minimum of the dipole-dipole 
energy. We thus multiply the order parameter by R ^  ( ^  , n'); a rotation
f —
through o(_ about some axis n'. If c< is small  ^sin^c = ^  and:-
~ ■Aye t- ^
It is the above order parameter a ^ c we shall use in 20.13- 
Substituting into 20.13»after a little algebra yields:-
20.15
20.16
a A  f  A ( g . -t-
20.17
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In writing 20,17 we have only included linear terms in oL .
Our two coupled equations now read;-
* y  '
S  - y  [ ^ X ^  .1 C 1 ' 1 -t- n  ^2
20.14
2 0 . 1 9
where :-
In writing 20.20 we have ignored the phase factor and constants 
since they are elimnated by 2 0 .1 9 *
Let us define
20.20
/
' ’yv\
20.21
Then:-
^yXL - A- 1- J — J
Denotingi-
20.22
s, ^  y  f  H  f t ) -  y s  /-y 1
20.23
then:-
Multiplying 20.24 by ^  we have:-
20.24
20.25
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Equation 20.25 then simply reads:-
- /4û- #,3 -
Substituting 20.22 into 20.26 we have:-
ftp - &pjk 
+ 4 c
we can also write ;-
20.26
tc- Rc
20.27
Ayi - 'V'^c ~ <ç.e J
- 2 a ^  f V - r V ' - ^ - '
20.29
hence:_
20.29
I'Je take n^ as being time independent i.e. only nj" varies with • 
time then:-
y  Jp r. y  Y  "5^
We notice now in 20.2? that q, R is second order and can be
k p
neglected,so to linear order 20.2? becomes;- 
Comparison of 20.30 and 20.31 yields:-
20.30
20.31
20.32
lüü
Defining
- So % -i- S i / O
H  ~ l-IoZ -r Hrf (c)
l S(  ^lirf (x$. J)
and notingî-
' %'-'" 20.35
then equation 20.18 can be re-written as:-
S_ z y  S. k H ^ ^ ^ n '  ^ +-
20.36
Differentiating 20.36 we have;-
S = V  [ ^ X r i j 4 - > ^ A ^ ( o  - y  [  a  -  y ^ / J  ' j  n  
+■ y  ^  H  ~  y ±  / n / - ' )  20.37
Now we note:-
*
^ [ 1 X y ] - y [ 1' X H J +- y [ i X H J
Z  • U O  y  J X  i- I to y£ l  X  i j j ' j -  -f- >to y  $0 2- X H r  j- +- n o  X  X  ^
20.38
To first order equation 20.38 becomes:-
20.33
20.34
^ L i.  ^d 3 - 'bj S; +- y  I'lo !0^ X
y
20.39
W is the larmo.'.r frequency,
L
Using 20.39, equation 20.37 now becomes;-
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5 4   ^ - '•' !i y-'H A} ' è-y ?,
20.40
The above equations can be re-written as*,-
[ ~ A y ,  A  n - 1 s, _ f 5_i =
% / 1  ■ *i"f +- 3 q v  + ,'ww^ X i p f  ]^  v  I 7 3 ^  f  / L -  2 - ? " j - t ^ - 3 -
20.41
The resonance frequencies ax-e found by looking at the vanishing 
determinant of the coefficients of on the L.H.S. We are now in 
a position to try and calculate both longitudinal and transverse 
resonance frequencies of various textures.
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21. Normal modes of vibration
A.
Case a, Uniform texture n =  2*
For longitudinal resonance^only S  ^is finite, S ^ and 0 ^ are zero^ 
hence n^ = n^ = o, n^ = 1, The static field is applied in the z
direction hence;-
K o  - )S,% O
21.1
%
Leggett 1974e 21.2
Transverse case; 3 and 3 are finite, S. is zero hence:-IX I y 1 z
21.3
then:-
S I -
■^TlK Siv,
"^ 1
' '^ Tr\ ‘^ L
21.4
Since the determinant of the coefficients at 3^ vanish then:-
y'^ïyi- -  I Wi_
o
21.5
Letting:-
J L t "
21.6
The solution of 21.5 yields:
In the high field limit tU » -1-r , the upper root yields:1a
w %r
Z ^ r, 2.IaJ^  -t- 2. -/L -f~
The lower root being zero.
A
Case b, n = ÿ ,
/V
The static magnetic field is applied in the z direction.
The fundamental equation then reads for the longitudinal case
{'^Lo -81r } ^17
hence:-
21,7
21.8
21.9
Lo r
For the transverse case we have;-
21.10
21.11
hence :-
!UJ W  W,lu. V.
o
21.12
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21.12 yields a solution;-
~ K  r j ÿ  wj- + ^ J
21.11
In the upper field limit the positive root yields;-
^ =. L/J^  ^  4- + J Z y ^
21.14
The lower root tends to zero.
A A
Case c, n = p.Under the same conditions as n = j) ,
A
the texture n ^ ^ yields exactly 21.13. Hence the positive root 
in the high field case yields:-
21.15
the lower root tending to zero. 
Also:- '
- - ^ r
21.16
A A
If for n ~j> we apply the static field in the j> direction and for
A A
n = / we apply it in the <6 direction we retain the results of the 
uniform texture.
A  4.
Case d, n = r. For the hedgehog we choose the static field in the r 
direction, then for longitudinal resonance s ^ is finite and:-
( A / x  -  ) S,r = O 21.17
hence :~
-Î %_
o -
21.13
In the transverse case and are finite yielding;-
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'nz 0 Y  - ( 5  ^ / y  ^^pf
*^T R Sip c (f y/'p ^Sip 4- % UV ^ w  5) IiP
21.19
The dekerminant of the coefficients of are identical to that of
the uniform texture, yielding an upper root:-
CaJlYl Z  L a J  ^  ^  T -  7 .  . / I  Y "
21.20
Case 0 , the Mermin and Ho texture,
A. _ ‘ \ AA %
21.21
21.22
Since we are studying only normal modes of vibration we define our 
/V A.
base vectors as n, m, / where;-
/V A. ^
|V\ r —  S \ n  Z. -t-
We apply the static field in the n direction.
The: ■ . fundamental equations for transverse and longitudinal resonance
A /V
are identical to n = z or n = r hence:-
21.24
Thus studying normal modes of vibrations, yields two fundamental 
frequencies SlJ- andws.KlvV if we apply the field in the same . 
direction as the texture.
Experimentally of course we cannot really imagine a situation where magnetic 
fields are applied in any direction except those defined by cartesian 
co-ordinates. The above analysis merely states the normal modes of 
vibration. (The same would apply to solitons).
Iü6
To study the power spectra of these textures we need to revert to the 
standard cartesian co-ordinate system.
10?
22 « Power opecbrum of various textures.
Vie shall look for solutions of our characteristic N.H.Pi. equation in 
cartesian co-ordinates. Again we look at the vanishing determinant of 
the co-efficients of S. on the L.H.o. We apply the static magnetic 
field always in the s direction unless otherwise stated.
Case a, n = f; longitudinal resonance.
For the hedgehog the fundamental equation reads :-
22.1
hence
L O  ^ tr -h &
22.2
In the trains verse case is zero and 3^^, are finite then:~
^ K  4* JT-r^j A- AtX ~ ^
4- ( ^ -A C -r -h-T ^  4- Ely. j S,^
hence
r. -t J U  _ iJxa TKii.y^2. -  ‘ '^ L
_  2 2 1. ^ 
T-/Lj- O2 + -A-j- - uJxfi
Upon evaluation of 22.3 we have:-
z O
22.3
+  a - a T ’'-n.y ( ^p-T-Ai"-) -I-
22.4
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hence•
L\J 'Irri ' - ^ ^ z./Lr"') 4_ iP
t- A].j t_YL j-^  - O
22.5
or:
4- 1 1 -  ^c os^ '6> “ o
&
For yH j-/lr equation 22.6 yields:-
22.6
22.7
for the upper root .
For the longitudinal case the power spectrum is defined by;-
p(t^) - ly j Pr cf ( UJ - uJic 6 1-3 )
A
For n - r this equation yields:-
P[i^) ~~ "  f r'ciA cl I G K ( 9 c W c T / w -  ^ l o
-  -b  J  $ ; ^  P c! (9 <:5~ UJ -  ^ l q  ^ ^ ^ )
22.8
22 .9
We note that:-
cl W 1
d  (9
\ r \  9  c o 5  â  (^ - J Z j -  ^ -  -A l- L_ ^
22.10
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henca;- S U g  4 @ C /^Cos <9 (
Using 22.2 we find:- " '
y
CDbl9 -
hence:-
P ( y  - UJy Z  ^ 7 ’-)'-(; -evr^)z \ K
For the transverse case:-
PC'-a ) - /% .j" s'(o9 cJ
and from 2 2 . 7  :-
with:-
T_ ^ y
C 03(9 = ) / ( jT-y ^ - ^
22.11
22.12
22.1]
22.14
22.15
22.16
then p(w) is simply given by:-
P A )  ~ ^ / ( C  +
22.17
Case b, n = ÿ  - cospx 4- sinp y
A
In this case we align the static field in the x direction.
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(If we align in the a direction there is no angle between the field 
and the n. vector).
The fundamental N.M.R. equation now reads;-
( A .'2. —  I i/rj ’ I 2_
22.18
( s i n c e l i e s  in the x direction).
Upon solution of 22.19 for longitudinal resonance we find:
Solving 22.18 in the transverse case yields
22.19
m
or
-  I t o  ^
-xiy^  _ u3rn ^
- O
22.20
22.21
The upper root in the high field case gives:-
^ % U)^ ^  4- L,^  S > ^ ^ -Ay ^  y CDS t- ij)
22.22
Ill
For tho longitudinal ca.se the power spectrum is ;
22.23
or
^ rr
Since ;~
^  j  Q  Cosy^ ^  __ j-^o
and :-
22.26
with :~
-  Su SL
22.27
then:-
22.23
In the transverse case we use:-
Uj — CO ^
22.29
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Since in this case:-
and;-
22.30
K
co5^ -, / I r ^ ' Y c  - n . O
22.31
'4,
22.32
hence :-
f(io) = 'T ( w  ^  - 2
22.33
Case c, n = p .
For n = we (using the same conditions as for n ) obtain exactly 
the same power spectrum. This is not surprising since all the relevant 
functions of / are of the form sin/ cosp. If we apply a field in the x
A
(Erection we get the same amount of energy absorbed for n = p  as for 
n - p. To resolve this problem of identification we could try running a very 
thin piece of superconducting wire down the centre of the sample. This
A
would produce a field H = Ho p. The normal modes of vibration for
A
n = / would ber- 
and for n - ^
2_
thus enabling us to identify the two different textures.
Case d. For the wall pinned soliton^the x direction is the direction 
of the polar axis hence the field is applied in this direction.
Cl z ( os ^  -X 4- S>A U. C09v(^ -t c»aV Z
In the case of longitudinal resonance
22.34
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./L.f
hence:-
22.33
T
For the transverse case we solve the determinant:'
In the high field limit 22.37 yields;.
22.36
O
22.37
^ 4- -i- C 14-
22.33
If we note that sinu = sech ">/ s , then for the longitudinal case :-
2. ^ «— '->y %_ A  4- -r^  seek
22.39
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and ; -
c-i Z  —  On C - ^ - L ^ — -^T ^C i.r^  U ^  ?_ SSolx ^
22.40
22.41
vrhere ra is the length of the container in the z direction^we note:- 
c-Vv % —  Q U»i.o^ J y  C -TL ^ 4 .  
22.42
and : -
hA./\ 'TjZ - ^ - -^T ) ^ yij- ^
22.4]
then :-
22.44
In the transverse case:-
T^rt. - ^ 4- ^ Z  ^ 4- 7-^ ^  { -f" 4%/\ t
22.43
and : -
d z  ~ (wrf% UJ rr^ ) / ( ^  ( u k \ y  %  h c x - ^ h ^  2_ ^
22.46
with:-
- — /Lt- C — “^ -T ^ 3
22.47
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1 - ( u.îv-4 _ .. , ,L T-Z 3 j  ^  '/•
22.43
hence:--
P^u>3 _(l*j '' (u.^,
22.49
A similar calculation for the magnetic solitons yields; 
in the longitudinal case:-
lY-) ~ (ho )
22.30
for the transverse case we have:-
1/ , 
' P k )  -- ")/( ( w " - w Y  -
22.31
and L is the length of the first magnetic soliton in the z
direction; for the second in the y direction.
A.
In the case of the texture n = r there exists, for the
longitudinal case, a peak at w = -YL The transverse resonance
2 2 2 2spectrum shows a peak at w ~ + yl-.- -i- w '^".
/\ ^
For the remaining textures n = and n = p, together with the solitons,
both surface and magnetic, there are two resonance peaks in the longitudinal 
spectrum^one at w = the other at w = -n. ^  and S w - _ay— .
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The transverse resonance spectra exhibits one peak at + 2 JLr ~
L *
and the other at ^ giving cTw^  =J1 ^jj
One way to distinguish the verious solitons is to study the power spectrum 
over the whole volume, then the difference between them is given by the 
area of their domain walls.
11:
2 ). Mechanical or thermal perturbations
Let us briefly consider another type of perturbation under which the
dipole-dipole energy stays at a minimum and does not, in any way, digress 
from it. Tliere is no dipolar torque like in the case of N.M.H., but a 
torque arising from the bending energy. More theoretically we can write:-
j L Y  >
23.1
hence
i ; ]
i A ^ . ''
it-' _ g) Aw A
'  , 23.2 
The first term is the dipolar torque, but the second arises from the 
bending energy. In Nuclear Magnetic Resonance only the first term is 
relevant. In this chapter we shall study those perturbations where the 
first term in 23.2 is zero and the second plays a dominant role. Ne 
shall study perturbations of the form;-
—3^  H  c
iince n + Xn' has to be a unit vector then:'
23.3
frv + S^ ) • ^  + cTzi' ^ 1 23.4
To first order this imolies that n . cTn' - o hence cfn is
perpendicular to n. 
Noting:
' V  23.5
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and using:-
23.6
Then upon direct substitution becomes:-
23.7
4- U.C.
A - is now given as :
Substituting the perturbed order parameter into the equation for 
Hgi we find after a rather lengthy calculation:-
I  ~  4 . ^  ' '  L 5 ( ^  f  :3 4- H ( 9 . ^ 3 x i c O 4
~  ( d  - 2  C £  ^  ~  ê> ( v k  X ;2)^ _ 6 ( A ^ ü '
-  6  ( v'^çp.' V  A 1
23.9
• A
Let us turn to the case of longitudcnal resonance for n = p 
then:-
S a ' -. j 3 { f , l r ) Z  f  o<. ( p j h ) < ^
te shall assume that o(^ p> are functions of and 6r alone
P Z 4 ( f )
23.10
23.11
— i v_0l~
Then for S = 2.
% ( ? y 4-
we have;-
2 '
and : -
= /lyA- V  Y  [ Ü  ~ v i Z - y  ]
Using 23.13 and 23.14 yields an equation for p  namely:-
p  z f f O  S r V y
hence :-
' [ i z.
a
f
On solving equation 23.16 using 23.11,we have ;-
o
:3.12
23.13
23.14
23.15
23.16
23.17
This is a Euler Lagrange equation for the functional:-
T  (  f y k  % j|v F P f>  (  Ç  f  f  p O  j  4
23.1%
Subject to the condition that :-
f f i h > )
\ ^ Co^s
23.19
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The'Boundary conditions are: for j» — > <30 then o
i.e. there are no oscillations on the boundary. Taking:-
then
23.20
W ' a v  £  f f  ^
f  [ it) ]
hence evaluating 23.21 yields
23.21
ly-l 4n=C +i-<.3
M ' t r t . o c  Cj î'/fe.iS Vh€- be^ (r O ^  O
For n == r the two transverse resonance frequencies were worked out using
a variational calculation. If n = r them-
^ |3
23.22
where p> are functions of r, â  , t. The calculation is 
performed in zero magnetic field whereby;-
S 2^ 23
Then using 23.9 in spherical polar co-ordinates we find;-
A
)
?  D r
- r
A
f r~
/3 (9 f i-cK i- foh#
Aw
j_ 3r- COhe- —
Ü 9
A
P - (=>x c<üh 0" à O
(9
a.
r'- - Pa'-
(9 -
2 A
XV
(9 f. 1 ^
A.
>
23.24
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and :- '
^ ^  [  Ü. ~  ]
23.25
where k^i is given by 23.8.
Under our conditions 23.25 reduces to:-
d-*'-' -  / t f  V  1^ - /-yi w. y z. J
23.26
Equation 23.26 can be re stated as:-
rV ‘' “ ( / %  d- / %  )
4-
23.27
since:-
23.23
we have :-
-- E'.f +- ^ p  -
Ax: - £ i:j' ( = I - j>
23.30
d i e  - (''j +■ ~ oL-
23.31
Then :
23.32
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Z /4%/ = (9
23.33
Equations 2].32 and 2J.33 have been written to first order only.
Then to first order:-
p  P U J  /  %
t,' ^
23.34
23.35
Hence using 23.24:-
'f f '  ' ^  B —  rob(9 - V  c.ohi9 i f  ' Je <r^
§/ 4- o zip
Pr a r  - CIB^ ~ ^  £),2. )
23.36
Writing
Ji [rji9) - flLry 6  L£>)
23.37
•. - i lo r 
p. =. pCr,c9)e.
23.3 a
We have;-
9  [e) = y'^oc-'A'^r r  - A
L
/i&) Ô C S )  - A. Rlr)6>iB)é. c.hû
-  —  0 ^ ^ (9(S)) (^^CO ^
3(9
-  6 > M  1
23.39
,'s can separate the variables of 23.39 and after a little algebra find:-
1 4 - » -  ^
L a
If r c) ^
i~
L &  a»
k
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% V'^ -Y.-A'>r f-'S A  col-i9 _ 3 _L 1 5  _1 I J ?  1
B  J
23.40
k is a constant of integration. Concentrating on the radial part only 
we have:-
^ - k' 4- P f  A  A  H _  -1-4 I - o
L P. <^)r 1-3 Sr-*- J
23.41
Re-writing 27.41 we find;-
- j -  u j
Hence:-
J -  / r 4  i f  \ -
à r  iDr ^
k
V V ' A ^ P
4 4-, Ui
ft
23.42
-  O
23.43
Equation 23.43 is the Euler Lagrange equation for the functional:-
00
I  (  M  ( f  )" U  A t  - ' ^ 1
23.44
Subject to the condition ;
^  CXI
CO»v^k
o 23.45
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o.u;en irequencies for >;(r) , ' given bvo
cO
6  I + c . r ^ è A
where:-
J ic /c^y^
o
l^ .bVv Utr) - 1-
c % ( k  /  P )  -  4
23.46
cl -
23.4?
23.4;
hence:-
VA}^  iLn, ( S")a ^ 4 1^ 0^  A - 30^ ^ t- b.\^ +- Z.A^c T boCcv + (oCX. 
-f- 3  G  c < . X  -r ^  ^  ^
or.L Ia = rrv V^-V'-‘A ‘^ r  • 23.4?
M  i a , n , i S ' A ^  i/f . r t r  c L ^  , i  b r U :  b v . .  i c l c v  ( '
A similar calculation for C< yields s <2r|^ u.cvV,oA. Zli-
^  J oa* A t m i S »a^  oO C t  oC^rL ^ iV c  s, iK i_ b ê s (r  box \ d  o .I v_^c i^  u..
where•-
23.51)
A/O nG^ G_tiV-*2- Gu LC^ UcG.rC.
CL v/cJLr, cvbiCO^xL Ccvicu_La^^* Ci.x_  ^ h-k<Ln2_|pjre_
V e X -b u -c e s  cjLt S>cu.s&ecL cufe S.h:vbia- lAAcLe-- b\pGi>CL pê.-'bv^<'b)ivb\üns
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24. jound Attenuation in the Planar chase
Ainoung the variety of non magnetic modes that are thought to exist in 
a L r 0 pairing state such as longitudinal zero and first sound (density 
waves), second sound (temperature waves), fourth sound (density waves in 
the superfluid component only); the most familier and most easily studied 
is longitudonal zero sound. The propaigation of high frequency sound has
3
been studied in some of the first experiments to be carried out on He.
(Lawson etal 1973» Paulson et al 1973). There was evidence for effects 
of a strongly frequency dependant, rather narrow peak in the sound 
attenuation. The additional s ound absorption was interpreted as arising 
from pair breaking, in which a Cooper-pair dissodates into two quasi-particles 
subsequent to the absorption of a sound quantum, as well as from excitation 
of high-frequency collective modes of the order parameter. (V/olffe 1973» 
fibisawa and Maki 19?4d). In principle, therefore, sound propagation 
experiments represent a powerful tool for studying the nature of
3
correlations in He. The early theories of sound propagation were put 
forward by Wolfle 1973» Serene 1974 for the A phase and by Serene 19?4,
Maki 1974 in the B phase. The early experimental evidence, was given, 
in the A phase, by Lawson et al 1974, Lawson et al 1975» Poach et al 1975a, 
Ketterson I975 and in the B phase by Ketterson 1975» Hoach et al 1975.
The task of developing a realistic theory for a superfluid is largly due 
to the work of Landau 1975, on normal fermi liquids. Landau’s Fermi liquid 
theory has been generalized to the pair correlated state by Betbeder - Kiatibet 
and Nozieres I969 who derived a set of collisionless Kinetic equations for 
the diagonal and off diagonal distribution functions. In the framework of 
their theory the sound propagation properties in the extreme collisionless 
limit have been calculated. An entirely different theory based on Green’s 
functions has been formulated by Maki 1974 for the B phase and Ebisawa 
and Maki I974d for the A phase. In this section I would like to put forward
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a Kinetic theory rather then one based on Green’s functions, uolfio 1976 
put forward such a theory for sound attenuation in superfluid He-3 in 
both the collisionless and non-collisionless regemes, it is his approach 
that we shall follow here. A similar approach was adopted by Wolfk for 
the A phase.
In equilibrium at temperature T the B.C.G. paired fermi liquid is characterized 
by the gap parameter T). For simplicity and in absence of any
indication to the contrary, is taken to be proportional to unitary
matrix.
The Bogoliubov single-particle excitation is given by:-
~ (  K  T r ]
h
24.1
(Balian and Werthamer I963)
In the following derivation of sound attenuation the underscored qualities 
with a tilde denote 4 x 4  matrices in direct product space of particle-hole 
and spin variables.
The equilibrium distribution function is defined by:-
i k
o
A
-  -4‘
24.2
quasi-particle occupation number and Q ^ - A
is the anomalous density . Q_^ is evaluated by standard techniques
24.3
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The equilibrium -energy matrix is given by-.
! k
Ax \
A
Sk
24.4
(Balian and Werthamsr I962)
The gap parameter satisfies the equation;-
A ktror^ 1
k'
£T i'k cr * h 4,--/k cTcr
The pair interaction ,like the Fermi-liquid interaction
is assumed to depend on the angle between k and k ‘ and can thus be 
expanded in Legendre polynomials.
24.5
k irU'û'^
CO
r  p , ,
ci (L
Lzo
L i
( ,c. I:
24.6
We now consider the effect of a perturbation of wave vector q and 
frequency w on the system, limiting our discussion to the linear case. 
The change in the distribution function is given by:-
I -r\ - -J / ' 2 '^^  ^ ^
cT2  -
24.7
where :-
CÔ
r
À t
- 00
r
24.1
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00
iiob
■GO
d h  e, cT (X. L (=■) Cl.  i t )
' " k ’- jCr k-h y (T /
24.9
and U  d; z k 1:
The change in the quasi-paritcle energy matrix due to the perturbation 
is given by:-
cT.
t
( ' h ' A - cTe.|^(x)A
24.10
where the diagonal element is defined by:-
' ' t .  d  4kk' (^2 »' +  2 ,^
k' 24.11
This is the change in the quasi-particle energy induced by the disturbance
including the direct energy gain the external field
Also:-
t
J /< <r<r k  cr cr/
CO
1 . (  4 ^ '  / k  ^ 2 '  '  )  k  2 " -
i ~ 0
where:-
S a .
24.12
24.13
Ô'/\^ is related to the non equilibrium gap equation
- V
A  - k ^ k V "
! < ■
24.14
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In order to evaluate the sound attenuation we need to set up the 
Kinetic equation for cT^
we start with the Heisenburg representation:-
èir
24.14
Substituting for H the B.C.b. Hamiltonian and using n for a we have 
after a little algebra:-
J f  ■- ^  J
where € is the local particle energy matrix.
Writing:-
- “ ‘-3
n  ^  f  cTo^e' ^ g ü  ^
r\'^  ^  ^  ^ (no time dependence)
S o  f cT«- 3  ” ^  (since second order)
Then the Heisenberg equation becomes
U j z n  cfe. -  ^  J-^
J' O ^
1-4 ^ u' i<T V i  -  - 1 4  j k / ^  ^  k 4 1- V 2_
= ~ A t
taking the transpose we get the result oî Wolfb 19?6 .
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In the su-Derfluid case we have;-
K 2  k
f-V.. o
^  ^ S k  2 k
iy o r 
2 k 4- A  G k
24.15
The probelm now arises as to how we can re-write the standard 
matrix equation in such a form as to be able to calculate 
sound attenuation.
Let us expand the L.H.S. of the Kinetic equation using 24.4 and 
24.7. Then:-
cT|
- t
Uu Si - UJ
J-k
f-
2 k
f
t /  -cTG -  A  eIk
hence :-
\
-k+ 2 k - A u + y  
4 k +  '4 k
R
a
Q
24.16
R u  = ^ ' ^ i k  - Ski ^  % S k -  ^
24.17
4k ?k~ 24.18
RZ| •^4i<
t
"  4 k + %  + - S v 4 k '  3- 4 k i , - - 4 . .  4k-
-  K
t  ,
K  24.19
R lo
"^i'k ~^l<+ 4 k  ' S k ^ - 4 - k  4 k  ^k- 4 4 * k -  24.20
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Similarly expanding the matirx equation on the R.H.3^ and using;-
we have, (employing 24,10 and 24.3);-
—
/ -k - k-
24.21
^ ê k  4k- ^ 4 - k ^ k y
f
+  4ui 4 k  + 4 k + 4 k  S . k ^ 4 k - A k ,  4 . A
X-
- k  4 - f-
4ui-cfp ~
Xu X/2.
Xl 1 X 1 2 - /
^  k+ -k+- ^ - k /
24.22
f
^>1 ~ '^ +- S k 4 - 4 k  + - R,cTe e.,_ _  (9_ t
~ l < - k -  24,23
M i x  - <4+^k+-'4-k - ‘^ + - ' é k ^ 4 - k  “ ® - 4 k 4 k- f-iP_cr/\
24.24
24.25
X 2 2  =
t
= 4 k  + ^ S k + 4 - k  - d 4 -k§k -k- 24.26
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We now define:-
f n
where ;
k"'
cT4 cT^
" 4 k
4 , :
r
cle - 4  it
L  J
k
24.27
cT.
J _  i~
9 K  = ,A / / A , f  4/4k/ i  4 k  A k
24.28
24.29
* k  - v - k
cT A,
So.
I<
The dependence of on q is of order kf
and will he dropped. -
24.30
24.31
which is small
We now drop the underscored quantities such as , (P etc since
these quantities are only proportional to Sec- / 
We note that;-
in spin space.
i . « 1 - " ; [ 4 .  . l f „ ]  = O ; a.32
/OFF
"z. cD
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if df and do are-independent of spin, limiting our discussion to non 
magnetic disturbances. Performing an expansion only in linear terms of 
q we have:-
24.33
- 2e, cfc^ . 4- LO - Rj Z_
24.34
24.35
k -AcTji, = 
24.36
where:-
1 '•'‘<■1 3 4 '  f  4 Tv C 4 , 4  1
Let us now perform the following operations:-
^ T V -  R i V ~  ^  "4 4  cT  ^ T 1 /1  (fa A
-  24.37
R\1 -I- R x i  - -'Vj JA,/ +UJ Itir -i- D | 4  + OcTg(|_f
10 shall now multiply by /  lAf^j and :i ,
24.3^
=21 -  A , < y  I A k  j then:-
d ' % -  R i t  = OcTfk + o t f ; ,  + W cTg^y +- 2e 24 29
L -y 1 1 - o d t uj cT^ i^
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24.40
We can put 24.37 to 24.4o into a matrix:~ 
Lo —  Q
"1
O
2 6
U J o
(o
o
U J
" 2 e
o z j f
24.41
For the R.H.3. of the Kinetic equation we perform a Taylor expansion
and go through exactly the same procedure 
namely:-
^ 12. =+[2.p5 t- !4. 'pi9 3 '^-k - A  c T +- â'^ cTe.<
24.42
24.43
24.44
24.45
where
c4 e.
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f
multiplying 24,44 by 6 ^ /  and 24,45 by - I  ^e
have :-
X,(- X  2.% - O  o  ^  ^  —  2.6)/A cX6 +- o ( T < 2 +• ^  ^
24.46
v „  + Xzx ~ 'V^^'cTe^ o S ^ l  +- cT^i/ + OcTak'^
24.4?
i- '^s'AcTe^+ocfe^
24.43
^l^-f Xi I - - 2 (5>^  cTe^^ + o +■ (2.^ + -t-OcT^ fc"
24.49
Puting 24.46 to 24.49 in a matrix form we have:-
<T) 'Vf Ci^  ^ O  - 2.ÔA 
O  '‘je'A o
o  -vj e'/i o  
^ - 4 Ô A  Q  O
=\ k
\ 4^\t /
and:-
•*r>
^ - k  ' = M r .  . cTe
;quation 24.51 can be solved by writln»-:-
k
24.50
24.51
M l ,  %  - ^ k ~ '  M ] ,  de,^
24.52
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where:-
- 4e 0
- A€(v6 ~ ^e.^A
3. to <A
-  cll^A - 1
- L i e y A  - 2 ^ - ^ A
UJ (u\ -Jj ’■) - 4 lejy'-^}
2 .C
24.53
where
( uj"^  ^  y Ej } ~ L e. '^ 3
24.54
Taking the sum of the first two lines in 24.52 one obtains an expression 
for in terms of /
The significant dependence of cTA  ^cTe - on k is
through its angular variation k = k /  I /<I hence:-
+- cTeC-k)] ^  - L ^ e ^ & ' A  cT^oy)
- c r e C - K ) ' J  - k-o - 2ujA(z>p!
f  e ' ) c w + ^ > ( cTjk a 3  + 4 ^
+• - 2 ( 9 4  ( KJ 4 e a (  i f
^ f i-
,!, (  4 k  - 4 , < ^ 4 k
•J (
After a little algebra 24.55 can be re~wribten as:-
^ 4- 'Le. <^9  ^^ <fc C ^  ) + ~ S e ( ~ U ^ ^
to— ^  L ^  ^  ^ ^ A ^  -K y /A^uu ^  ^ y A ^  J  cFs ^ k^ J)
4-(k, + u.) £ _  UJ^CP- D  [ cT^k 4 Î  - 4 k A  ]
4-
^  ^ ^  ^ j / [ Z e   ^f.2Lu^(9]^
^ 4 k 4 } J  ^ 4 k " ^ é k  J
24.56
We now multiply 24,56 by f^^, and sum over k’ 
writing :~
oo
and ;-
<\ ('4) ^  - ‘-i J + ' ^ ^ £ k < 5 i V ' ^ K  1  '
- C O
24.57
A ( 1 < A - -  l A ^ K > r
24.53
we have:-
_  U 4 ( k ' l  [  cTe( k ' )  + d ’e ^ - k O j  ■<-5^; ('w+'v^O f  f  '
24.59
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In writing down 24.59 we have changed the sum over k ’ to an integral 
over ef k] and d_/L ' . The last three terms of 24.56 have been dropped 
since they are small.
Let us now use some results from Fermi-liquid theory (Wolfls I976).
If we define.-
4 c  -  I  ^  f c
where :-
I . I ? . Î
Then the longitudinal component of the quasi-particle energy is:-
24.60
oO
24.61
-  I  F c '
Let us look at 24 . 60 more closely. It enables us to calculate 
the response function . r_
■ i  '  ^  4 k
 ^ is a measure of the sound attenuation since it relates the energy 
of the system interacting with a sound quanta to the energy of the system 
in the absence of any disturbance.
Operating on 24.59 hy  ^ ^ 3  ‘ have:-
-- h  ( ^ )  (  [  ■ ' -  c k )  -
+  d  ( i T j  )  ~ 4  (  ^ 3  ^
24.62
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where the angular brackets denote integrals over solid angles. 
Taking the last two lines of our fundamental, equation we have:-
_ _ Z A  ( )
Mkl Ok
-  f i d .  (ujt^)r 
O k -
6)10^ t-
b;,UJ
~ / a A  4- f '^ n L lZ id  2 (  uji 15
L |A i, 1 iXk.
^  ^ __ 3  t_ 4 w g  (9 - 2, C?' __ 4 UJ A^ kij ^ ^  ^ 2^ ^
lAi<l 1 ^ 1 5 ^  iZTibk
J  cTi.A,,»-
If we multiply 24.6] by C 0 / 1 M|
and sum over k' we reduce 24,6] to;-
M  c C j  +- Z  =3 (  1^  J ^u>^4 ( J  1 M  ' - ^ 3  [
!<'
4  ( <A k 3  j wd  ^^  cTe (  ^) cTe{;-k 0 ^
- 1  ( k  3  + K ^ ' C ^ O  [  M  ^ / < 3  +
(><') S a \ k0 4  (!<') / I '^31 ^1 1
j_
4
24.64
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where we have used;-
24.65
and *
t  N
d a . r  6- A
— CO
24.66
All terms of the form^/w or^'/w have been neglected in writing down 
24.64
In the limit q o the solution of equation 24.64 is obtained by-
multiplying from the left by ^  ....... - y whereupon
k
the LH.3. vanishes by virtue of the gap equation and the R.H.o can 
be written:-
24,6?
Equation 24.6? is solved by
to
24.63
bo far we have not given a specific structure for the pairing. For 
any triplet state we can write
s
M e  3  [ ir^  <r^)^ d [ !<)
f  A
Equation 24.6? suggests a parameterization for S A  as:-
' 24.69
24.70
I4l
j-
Inserting this into equation 24.64 and the corresponding one for S A  
it can be readily shown that:-
~ C"%. ) —
Since in the case of longitudonal resonance there is only one
A.-
external vector q in the problem we can write:-
1- cTjc-j I- cjt
In terms of t^ and t^ 1~
i T v  - A f k ) c r n ^ 0 3 j
— A  f^o r  cTj<^ t -  *'l 3  d ro  .
24.71
24.72
24.73
substituting 24.72 and g(k, k ’) = g^ (kp k') into equation 24.64 
and operating on the left by ( ^  and by0 iiiT i
J- Tr / ; - ^ \ from the right,one finds
1 ' 0- I    ^ ^
^  C ^  0"^ )  (  M  M  -f- ^
-  W -  i cl j ^  p  V  5 / 3 /  M / y )  i / ^
24.74
where s = m/V„ 
Fq
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Rather then solving 24.74 exactly we on^y calculate the first correction
term to i /  . Multiplying 24.?4 ly X  cT:^ and zl t-q.
ir-
one obtains a set of two equations for t^ and t^. Substituting tg =
s 2
2Fo and t^ = o whenever t^ is multiplied by we have : -
- 3  F /  M  ^  Pz A )  t " >
24.75
and
-  - 3 4 ' A ^ l  ( d  ) 3
= f  (  Fo' +  ^  ^ ' b  ' M  .H p y  Pz (  ) )
3° “ 3
24.76
Writing:-
<y. ( 2 ) = J"3 kJ
where for the planar phase:-
24.77
" v/d- ^/^‘j 24.7.3
We have, upon performing the integrations using standard techniques:-
14]
L
J-.
(  z  to  ^  F M  t z  -  A o^ ■'- l9 ^  ~  ) / C s
-f C Z-cos'^^> )/
V
& t-o T-
24.79
and ;-
uo
- A  h  ,-L ( ,_ s" T- d.~ h 3 C '-
w'F Fo^ ( ! - ^ +- ( f ' - ^ / 6 &
4- /■iF,  ^ r J - \ / , D  ~  t u -  c t-^ S^O 9 (T..
s cTy T_
where. '3 ^  lu S = oo / n/p_ ^
Solution of 24.79 and 24.30 for to and t^ yields:-
24.30
%
/ j r
L f 1 cogz y L
z +
cT, A
cT.bo A
fja ^ 2. F it 3c
r ( 7 —  (aJ
%-
24.71
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F o  - z  (  f <) -  fi (  i ^  (  , +.
- —  6o<t  ^(9 / 2. -h* P M  \
' J, .  ''
24.52
Substituting the above into equation 24.62 and noting from 
Fermi-liquid theory
(Wolfe 1976)
We can perform the integrations to give:-
Â  l-c C 1~ -  T  ^  ^''3 ° O -  -S’ )
'  A ^  F q  ^  J l j o  E  I -  ^  F z ^  c T C  I ~  i s ’
+  /çjo - ^  t  a ^ c T ^ .  ( , -  lp_ M
24.73
This equation can be re-written in the forra:-
I f
24.14
which is the form predicted by Fermi-liquid theory
In the Planar phase ^ turns out to be:-
14^
fl^ A "  C i ~ ^ s ^ & ) ^ ( ^ )  ^ 1±1 ''6-^ (T I 4- ;c /
[ K ; -  - ■y ( I (P <9-) J
where:-
2-<:e) - c^ A 9  ~
CO
/3 = r  ^^■"'•' 1 ?
-  CO
Performing the above integral in the complex plane yields:~
X ^ p  - 2iT<d^ kcLx\ U  ^kJ/ ljT~^  C ^ y uu
Re.p = Z.T A  ~ L^ a '^- to
The sound attenuation is proportional to the imaginary part of f
J o
Ths sound attenuation co-efficient is predicted for various angles 
namely:-
24. is
24.16
24.17
24.38
24.19
1A 6
19 = '
r  ' -
l-hA'^
9 - ^ Z
U.T- y
O-f03 cT C - A-k 6x1 J
6^:0*
i  '- $  '^r j ^ (  / 40"^ ' ~'''
14?
In the limit -y» o the sound attenuation is given by 
^  = <=u C  f t, - C , ■) /c, 3  i-t
(-lolfle 1976)
is the velocity of hydrodynamic first sound.
Go is the velocity of high-frequency zero sound.
Let us examine the results obtained in this section. There are
essentially two peaks associated with zero sound. The first describes the effect 
of pair breaking (1st term). The second term proportional to a delta 
function describes damping of sound by excitation of the collective 
mode of the order parameters.
At all angles studied there is a characteristic peak associated with 
pair breaking.
The peak associated with the collective mode seems to disappear when the 
angle between the axis of the texture and the sound wave is 0 or ^/4.
Such a disappearance has been observed by ilaki 19?4d in the
A phase for 9 = 0 .
The disappearance of this peak at = ^/4 is somewhat misleading. It
seems that the two peaks coincide at this particular value of d giving
the appearance of an intense single peak. If this is the case we should
2 9
expect resonance to occur at w = A  ^  for both peaks in question. This 
is indeed what happens. Moreover the resonance frequency associated with 
collective oscillations gets reduced in its value as we increase the
characteristic angle. Its intensity seems to increase.
The pealc associated with pair breaking for ^ = “/4 is somewhat higher due 
to this superimpostion,* in general the intensity seems to decrease as we
get further and further away from ‘'/4'
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in writing this thesis I have tried to give a theoretical description 
of a relatively unstudied narrow phase between the normal and A and 
3 phases, namely the Planar phase. The planar phase exhibits both singular and 
non singular textures, dolitons surface and magnetic can be predicted.
The stability of such structures can be found by studying their nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance spectra. Many of the textures predicted are also 
topologically stable,
Sound attenuation experiments if performed in this phase should in general 
predict two peaks one due to pair breaking and the other due to a 
collective excitation, each having a definite frequency and intensity.
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